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Imagine our world without some of the notable engineering feats of the past two centuries:

electricity, telecommunications, computers, airplanes, automobiles, medical technologies,

and the Internet. Engineering has changed our world and bolstered our economy with a

great mix of ideas, technology, venture capital, and tolerance — even appetite — for risk.

But now, academics and business leaders have sounded the alarm in a recent report from the National

Academies, “Rising above the Gathering Storm.” It points to the growing number of engineers graduating in Asia

and a steady decline in engineering enrollment. The United States ranks 17th worldwide in the number 

of engineering and science degrees among 18- to 24-year-olds, down from third in 1975. Compare that 

with China, where 50 percent of its undergraduates receive degrees in natural sciences or engineering.

Those sobering numbers hint at why so much focus has been put on the need to increase the 

number of engineers we produce in the United States. But even more important, we must focus 

on producing creative engineers. Engineers must be able to seamlessly traverse the areas of science,

engineering, technology, and medicine.

Fostering creativity — at every level of education — is key to safeguarding America’s technological

leadership. That means starting at the grade school and high school levels and seriously fostering 

innovation at the university level. It is no wonder that young students, who often are asked to simply

absorb information about math, equate engineering with a lifetime of memorization and regurgitation.

Science and engineering have a serious public relations problem. At its heart, engineering requires the

ability to think about opportunities that others may have missed, to see challenges, and to identify possibil-

ities. Engineering is closer to art than to science. Science is inevitable; technology, like art, is not. The better

we portray that reality, the more likely students will choose engineering as an exciting course of study.

At the undergraduate and graduate levels, we must treat creativity as a core competency for success

in our new global environment. Today’s engineering graduates are just as likely to build careers in the

service industries — health, consulting, law, business, information technology, etc. — as in traditional

engineering manufacturing jobs. They must have a broad educational background that allows them to

move among a variety of careers and disciplines — and we must change our curriculum accordingly.

Infusing ‘‘design-think’’ into undergraduate and graduate curriculums is one approach of top engineering

schools. Students are required to engage in the process of creating new products and processes. Given 

opportunities to think beyond algorithms and equations, they study challenges and identify opportunities.

They create, rather than simply absorb, knowledge.

Our students at Northwestern, for example, start working with clients to develop solutions to real-world

problems in their first year, on projects such as treating wastewater in developing countries and inventing

devices to help individuals recover from strokes.

As we foster creativity among students, we also must be aware of actions that may discourage it. Take

research funding. Often research proposals are based on top-down directives, which discourage the bottom-up

approach. Though these directive approaches often reflect areas of critical importance, they must be balanced

with opportunities to explore new areas that could lead to unforeseen breakthroughs. The biggest discoveries

often are the result of a creative, even serendipitous exploration. The list goes from Archimedes’ buoyancy 

principle (the famous Eureka!), to Velcro® and Post-it® notes.

As America awakens to the challenges of globalization, we cannot ignore the key qualitative differential

that has led to our past success: creativity. As we address concerns over the falling numbers of students entering

science and engineering, we must also consider what types of engineers we want to produce and commit the

necessary resources at all levels of education. America has never had the most engineers in the world, but our

engineers have been known as the most creative and the most innovative. We cannot lose that distinction.

— Courtesy of the Chicago Sun-Times

F R O M  T H E  D E A N

Fostering creativity 
key to safeguarding 

tech leadership 

At McCormick we believe that the best response to concerns about America’s technological leadership is a strong

emphasis on fostering creativity in our classrooms. This op-ed I wrote for the July 1 Chicago Sun-Times, printed in

lieu of a dean’s message in this issue, clearly states our position. I welcome your feedback.

Julio M. Ottino, Dean
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

Several years ago biomedical engi-

neering professors Matt Glucksberg

and Dave Kelso began to outline an

ambitious vision for programs that would

apply engineering expertise to the challenges

of health care in the developing world. Now

a new center and a new undergraduate study

abroad program in South Africa have made

their vision a reality.

These two initiatives in global health

bring together faculty and students from

across Northwestern, corporate partners,

and international collaborators to address

the unique challenges of global health. They

provide the framework for Northwestern

students and faculty to travel to the develop-

ing world and study problems firsthand,

then use the resulting knowledge and 

relationships to develop appropriate and

sustainable technologies and solutions.

As Kelso and Glucksberg wrote in a

recent op-ed in the Chicago Sun-Times, an

important part of the projects is collabora-

tion with workers in the developing world.

“There are armies of smart and resourceful

Africans dedicating their lives to battling

disease and the conditions that make people

vulnerable to disease,” they wrote. “What

they need most from the industrialized

world is the technological and organiza-

tional equipage to succeed.”

These initiatives hope to address 

what Gluckberg and Kelso describe as an

“obligation to help.”

From Evanston toAfrica
Global health initiatives 

reach across campus 
and around the world
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A new center 
for global health
Kelso is the director of McCormick’s new

Center for Innovation in Global Health

Technologies (CIGHT), which recently

received a four-year, $4.9 million grant from

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The

center aims to design medical diagnostics

specifically for the developing world.

Though many diagnostics are available for

the diseases widely found in developing

countries — such as HIV, tuberculosis,

and malaria — few have been specifically

designed for the clinics and health care 

centers in which they are needed.

To develop new diagnostics, CIGHT

essentially is forming a small nonprofit bio-

tech company. Engineers from McCormick

work with existing intellectual property —

much of it from corporate partners Inverness

Medical Innovations and Abbott — to

develop platform diagnostics. While they

develop these products, partners from

Northwestern’s J. L. Kellogg School of

Management, led by Daniel Diermeier, IBM

Distinguished Professor of Regulation and

Competitive Practice, will research the mar-

ket dynamics, government issues, and distri-

bution channels in the developing world.

Richard Joseph, director of Northwestern’s

Program of African Studies, will consult on

the cultural factors affecting these products.

The partners will then work together to deter-

mine which diagnostics could have the most

impact. In the final stages of development,

researchers from CIGHT will work with col-

laborators at Northwestern’s Feinberg School

of Medicine, headed by Robert L. Murphy,

John Philip Phair Professor of Infectious

Diseases, to prepare field trials to make sure

the designs work under real-life conditions.

While the Northwestern faculty and stu-

dent participants will spend time in resource-

poor environments, it is impossible for them

to truly understand the users of their devices

from their Evanston base. To ensure that 

the innovation process takes into account all

necessary considerations, the center will rely

heavily on international relationships.

“At this time the most important thing

that we have is relationships with people in

these countries,” Kelso says. “As we go for-

ward, we’ll be able to work with them to find

out what our device requirements are going

to be and to get feedback from our ideas.”

Using the University 
for R&D
Very few of the medical diagnostics that work

in the developed world are as effective in

resource-poor areas. Consider an HIV test.

In the developed world, patients visit their

doctor for an HIV test or can even take the

test at home. The diagnostic is then shipped

to a central processing facility and examined,

and patients are notified of the results within

a few days. If the result is positive, they visit

their doctor to begin a drug regimen.

It sounds pretty straightforward, but the

developing world is a stark contrast; there

many parts of a seemingly simple process

prove difficult or even impossible. Sending

the results to a central location requires 

adequate infrastructure. Notifying patients

of the results requires accurate patient

records and the ability to contact a patient.

The latter can prove difficult and time con-

suming when patients live in overcrowded

and impoverished townships with little or

no telephone capability.

“We hope to develop technologies that

can provide a diagnosis at the point of care,”

Kelso says. “If a patient could be diagnosed

and begin treatment all in one visit, that

would be a huge improvement.”

The reason for the lack of appropriate

technologies is simple: These areas have not

had the market potential to warrant the vast

research and development costs associated

with developing new technologies. If com-

panies were to try to develop appropriate

technologies, they would have little to no

Dave Kelso 
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Kellogg’s contribution:
An understanding 
of new markets
“Any good business needs to know its 

markets and its users in order to come up

with new designs,” Kelso says. But in the

developing world, getting to know one’s

market is a particular challenge. In Africa

alone, there are 52 countries — thus 52 

different sets of government regulations

and processes — and hundreds of lan-

guages. In order to guide the engineering

team toward effective and appropriate

products, students and faculty from the

Kellogg School of Management are working

to demystify these unknown markets.

Daniel Diermeier heads Kellogg’s Global

Health Initiative, part of its Ford Motor

Company Center for Corporate Global Citi-

zenship. Working with a student organiza-

tion of the same name, his group aims to

take advantage of existing opportunities 

to study global health problems throughout

the Kellogg curriculum. By using class

research projects, Kellogg’s Global Issues in

Management international trips, and student

volunteers, the group has been collecting

research and will interact with the engineer-

ing team to assist in product design.

“We have a wealth of research stored on

our servers,” says Meredith Wilson, cochair

of the student organization. “Now we have to

take that research and tailor it and apply it.”

Wilson explains that Kellogg students

may have several opportunities each quarter

to select a class project. For instance, an oper-

ations management project may study distri-

bution channels in sub-Saharan Africa, or a

market research project may determine the

market dynamics for HIV diagnostics in rural

India. “It’s a great way to bring people into

global health, because people can work on

projects in their existing classes,” Wilson says.

In addition to valuable insight into the

innovation process, Diermeier says that the

hope of ever recouping their investments —

let alone making a profit.

“Part of the reason that drugs and 

diagnostics are expensive is because of the

research and development costs,” Kelso says.

“If we can remove R&D from the price, a

company can manufacture a product and

sell it at cost. They’re not losing money 

on every sale, so you don’t have to worry

about who’s going to pay for this 20 years

from now.”

With his funding now in place, Kelso is

busy hiring 10 to 12 staff members to form

his research team at CIGHT. He says this

new initiative is a return to the earlier days

of his career; he had stints at several medical

device companies prior to entering acade-

mia. And while he and his colleagues have

been very busy, he says he wouldn’t have it

any other way. “This is the most fun I’ve had

in a long time,” he says.

Meredith Wilson and Daniel Diermeier 
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projects provide an excellent learning

opportunity. “This gives students the experi-

ence of working in a medical device envi-

ronment from cradle to grave,” he says.

“They do everything from initial market

research to working with the engineering

team to dealing with the myriad of imple-

mentation problems, all in a protected 

environment and on projects that have the

potential to do a lot of good in this world.”

Study abroad: Bringing
undergrads into the field
McCormick’s new global health care tech-

nologies study abroad program is extending

the initiative for global

health to the undergraduate

population. The program 

is run jointly by Kelso 

and biomedical engineer-

ing (BME) colleague 

Matt Glucksberg. For

Glucksberg, the program

provides an opportunity 

to enhance the type of

projects already found in

the senior design class.

“As we were teaching

the design course, we

noticed that the students

were more interested in 

and had more success with

projects that served under-

resourced communities,”

Glucksberg says. “Those

projects also communicated

the design process better

than others. Students have

to figure out what the

client’s problem really is,

rather than working with 

a client who knows exactly

what they need.”

In order to follow

McCormick’s philosophy of

worldwide with teaching, research, and

advocacy activities focusing primarily on the

needs of resource-poor health systems. The

program content covers the acquisition and

utilization phases of the technology life

cycle. “The most exciting aspect of the col-

laboration with Northwestern is the oppor-

tunity to engage with the innovation phase,

allowing us to track safety and performance

from development all the way through

application,” Poluta says.

Working with Poluta and other collab-

orators at the University of Cape Town,

Left: The 2006 participants 

in the global health technolo-

gies study abroad program:

(clockwise from top) 

Jefferson Jones, Aaron Eifler,

Kyle Sutton, Mike Hoaglin,

Sam Pickerill, Thanan

Lilaonitkul, James Bekeny,

and Charlie Miller 

Above: Matt Glucksberg (left)

and Dave Kelso

user-centered design, the department set up

a phone room for teams to interview their

clients in Africa, South America, and Asia.

But Glucksberg says it became evident that

students actually needed to get to places

where they could meet face-to-face with

clients and observe them in their workplaces.

While exploring ways to allow students

to have firsthand experiences in global

health, Kelso and Glucksberg connected

with Mladen Poluta, director of the

Healthcare Technology Management (HTM)

program at the University of Cape Town.

This is one of few HTM programs 
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Glucksberg and Kelso designed a quarter-

long program that allows students to com-

plete their senior design course in South

Africa. McCormick’s Murphy Society and

Gore Medical Products provided funding 

to establish the program. Eight biomedical

engineering students spent the spring quar-

ter studying in South Africa. In addition to

the design component of the program, they

took courses in health care technology

assessment and planning, as well as African

identity, race, and culture. Students were

also exposed to health care delivery chal-

lenges in resource-poor environments.

Working on design projects in South

Africa allows students to gain an under-

standing of why many of the commonplace

technologies in the developed world fail

when they are applied to other environ-

ments. They benefit from Poluta’s insights

into African health systems based on his

years of experience and research.

“I see my main role as being the ‘what

if ’ guy and exploring why things may not

work,” Poluta says. “People working on

these projects come from an environment

where things are assumed to work, but the 

technologies that you are developing and

implementing are for an environment

where such assumptions do not hold.

Power failures, shortages of consumables,

untrained health workers, poor mainte-

nance infrastructures, and a lack of elec-

tronic information systems all impact 

the potential of the technology to make 

a difference. You have to see the bigger 

picture and build functionality and backup

systems into the technologies to make them

less vulnerable to an environment that is

not enabling. If you do this well, you’re on

your way to a sustainable solution.”

Next spring a group of 12 students,

including many from other McCormick

departments, will travel to South Africa.

As the program grows, Glucksberg hopes

that interdisciplinary teams will be able to

study both the technical and managerial

aspects of health care problems.

Problems with 
premature infants
Jefferson Jones ’06, who participated in the

study abroad program last spring and is now

in his first year at the Feinberg School of

Medicine, learned firsthand how important

it is to know the user’s needs when design-

ing a new solution.

Jones and classmate James Bekeny ’06

chose to adjust a previous BME project,

a low-cost incubator for premature infants

in Bangladesh, for use in South Africa. But

after some initial research, the pair discov-

ered an entirely different standard of infant

care in South Africa that is “just as effective

as an incubator,” Jones says. Called “kanga-

roo mother care,” it gives premature infants

constant skin-to-skin contact with the

mother’s chest, regulating the baby’s body

temperature and moisture. The only cost is

the wrap for the baby.

Biomedical engineering students (from left) Thanan Lilaonitkul, Jefferson Jones, 

Mike Hoaglin, and Charlie Miller at a South African day-care facility

Students in the global health technologies study abroad program express their loyalty 

to biomedical engineering.
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“We really didn’t need to add a

costly technology when the baby is 

already being cared for in an ideal

form,” Jones says.

With that discovery the two

abandoned their initial idea and

looked for a related problem to 

pursue. They found that the pri-

mary cause of mortality in prema-

ture babies undergoing kangaroo

mother care in Africa is apnea, a

condition where a baby sponta-

neously stops breathing and dies.

This often happens when the

mother is asleep and unable to

stimulate the baby to resume

breathing. While a baby in an 

incubator would be monitored for

apnea, there is no current monitor

proven to work with kangaroo

mother care. Jones and Bekeny 

had found their project.

They researched a variety of

apnea monitors but found draw-

backs to most of the current tech-

nologies — typically the monitor either

wouldn’t be able to attach to the 

baby or would confuse the breathing of

the mother with that of the infant.

They connected with a South African

engineer who was in the beginning phases 

of testing and marketing an at-home apnea

monitor for infants. Although the product

was untested with premature infants or with

kangaroo mother care, Jones and Bekeny

saw promise in it. With only two weeks left

in their program, they quickly designed a

small clinical trial for the device, obtaining

the required approval for human study from

the ethics committee of the University of

Cape Town. Their experiment compared the

new monitor with one currently used in

incubators. Their results look promising,

though further tests will be needed. Jones

hopes that the next group of students may

be able to pick up where they left off.

Tackling tuberculosis
Though it gets much less attention than

many of the communicable diseases found

in the developing world, tuberculosis

remains a serious problem, especially when

paired with HIV. Particularly challenging 

is the lack of any quick diagnostic for the

disease — a problem Sam Pickerill ’06

would like to solve.

Pickerill began work on a rapid tuber-

culosis test during the winter quarter senior

design class and then continued his work

during the study abroad program. His team

began by reviewing hundreds of research

papers about tuberculosis — research that

paid off when it uncovered an interesting

characteristic of TB infection.

“We found that there is a par-

ticle in the urine that can indicate

TB infection,” Pickerill says. “If you

could detect that particle with a

diagnostic, you would be able to tell

if someone was infected.”

The team was coached by 

Julian Gordon, an Abbott researcher

who pioneered the home pregnancy

test. Using his knowledge of lateral-

flow diagnostics, the team devel-

oped a rapid diagnostic concept.

Such a diagnostic for tuberculosis

hasn’t been developed because, like

many of the other problems facing

the developing world, it wasn’t

needed in industrialized nations.

A better diagnostic would have a

very small market for the company

investing in it.

However, in the developing

world, the lack of a rapid diagnostic

perpetuates the spread of the disease. Those

who are tested for TB must return home

and wait days for a result. If it’s positive,

they risk infecting everyone with whom 

they come into contact before receiving

treatment.

Five other students worked with

Pickerill on this project, which won first place

in the 2006 Margaret and Muir Frey Memo-

rial Prize competition. Though the project

shows promise, more work needs to be done,

particularly in developing the correct anti-

body for the diagnostic. The program helped

cement Pickerill’s interest in global health.

He received a Whitaker fellowship to con-

tinue research on this project in South Africa

as part of a master’s degree at McCormick.

— Kyle Delaney

Views of South Africa (from top): housing in 

a Capetown township, the typical waiting

room in a South African health care clinic, 

and a rally supporting HIV/AIDS awareness

and prevention
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Ken Forbus: Modeling the mind
Ask Ken Forbus, Walter P. Murphy Professor of Electrical Engineering

and Computer Science, about his research, and his response is succinct:

“We try to understand minds by building them.”

incredibly valuable insights to be gained from psychology, especially

cognitive psychology and other areas of cognitive science,” Forbus

says. For over 25 years he has worked with Dedre Gentner, professor

of psychology in the Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg School of Arts

and Sciences, who also happens to be his wife.

Their theories arise from the interplay of

artificial intelligence and psychology, with

Gentner doing experiments on people and

Forbus building simulations as methods of

testing their ideas.

The combination of computer simulation

experiments and human psychological 

experiments provides more insights than 

either method alone. Each method has 

different strengths and weaknesses, giving

researchers converging evidence for theories.

Unlike traditional human psychological 

experiments, computer simulations provide 

the resources to test theories with a known 

set of variables. “We know what’s in the 

memory of our computer simulation,”

Forbus says. “It’s not the same as a human 

participant in an experiment. To be able 

to create something and know that these

processes and these inputs will yield certain results is very powerful.”

Forbus is currently working on “Companions Cognitive Systems,”

interactive systems with the ability for human-like learning. Central to

Companions is the claim, from Structure Mapping Theory, that much

of human learning is based on analogy. When presented with a new

problem or situation, the mind identifies similar past experiences to

form an action. A key element in this process is the ability to transfer

knowledge from one domain, such as a subject area or skill set, to

another. For example, if a person learns a lot about hydraulics, then

parts of electricity should be easier to understand, since there are close

analogies between the two subjects. Until now this type of learning was

even more difficult for computers than for humans.

EECS research
Interdisciplinary reach, broad impact

When merging two departments to form the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science in 2005, 

Dean Julio M. Ottino said, “This restructuring represents a new opportunity for all of us — a way to move forward

toward a bright future for computer science and electrical and computer engineering research at the McCormick

School.” Recent research from this new department shows that the future is bright indeed.

Ken Forbus’s work in artificial intelligence is unique: He attempts to re-create the whole mind,

not just a portion of it.

Forbus has spent his career working in the area of artificial intel-

ligence, attempting to understand how the human mind works by

creating computer programs and simulations. His work is rare in that

it tries to understand and re-create the whole mind, not just a por-

tion of it. Most artificial intelligence systems have focused on aspects

of cognition, such as skill learning. “That’s a way to make a lot of

progress, but skill learning is just a small piece of cognition,” Forbus

explains. “Hamsters get better at skills, but people have conceptual

knowledge. They use that conceptual knowledge in all sorts of ways

to deeply learn all sorts of things.”

In order to create realistic models of how the mind works,

Forbus partners with researchers in cognitive psychology. “There are



Cassell’s work is unique in that it combines her training in lin-

guistics and psychology with her interest in computer science. Using

her understanding of human interaction, Cassell has developed a

variety of “Embodied Conversational Agents,” virtual humans able 

to interact with their human counterparts. The work combines verbal

and nonverbal communication to create systems with a wide variety

of potential uses.

“Many people who build technology start by building tech-

nology. I start with human-to-human behavior when building

human-to-computer interaction,” Cassell explains. “I try to think 

of something that we don’t know about human-to-human commu-

nication, yet we assume when building

human-to-computer interaction.”

Cassell is the graduate director for 

a new PhD program in technology and

social behavior, which incorporates faculty

from McCormick and the School of Com-

munication. Her research group comprises

students who study both communication

and computer science. It has developed a variety of virtual peers,

including several for children and an interactive kiosk called

NUMACK that gives directions around the Northwestern campus.

The NUMACK research group studied how humans use gestures 

in providing directions and talking about campus. By closely exam-

ining the use of gestures and speech in interacting, the group is able

to build computer models that can generate appropriate verbal and

nonverbal communication when engaged with a human user.

Some of the virtual peers that the group developed act as learning

partners to children. For instance, the virtual peer Alex helps children
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Forbus is working with the Educational Testing Service (ETS),

the company that develops Advanced Placement (AP) and other 

standardized tests, to test Companions Systems’ ability to learn AP

Physics. ETS conducted an independent evaluation of a Companion,

teaching it a small subset of AP Physics by giving it problems and

worked solutions. “As you might guess, ETS is very good at generat-

ing problems,” Forbus says. “There are different levels of transfer that

have been identified: Can the system solve a problem it’s seen before?

Can it solve a problem with minor numerical variations? What if the

numerical variations are so big that they actually change what happens?”

Forbus and his team started by giving a Companion a foundation

of strategies and algebra skills but no knowledge of the equations 

of physics or when they should be used. When ETS would give the

Companion a new type of problem, it would at first fail. But after

giving it the worked solution, the Companion typically was able to

solve many variations of the questions.

“When it sees a new problem, it figures out what would be a

good analogy to something it has seen before, then tries to solve it.

It solves problems very quickly,” Forbus says.

In addition to being tested on AP Physics, Companions Systems

has been challenged with problems drawn from tactical military

games and strategy games, such as the popular open-source game

FreeCiv. The initial success of these experiments provides hope for

systems capable of general learning.

“We’re trying to make a whole system that can learn about the

domains it’s working in, learn about the people it’s interacting with,

and learn about itself,” Forbus says. Through his research, future

computers may truly have a mind of their own.

Justine Cassell: 
Improving communication 
with and through computers
It’s a common complaint: You call a company, only to be put through

an endless series of computerized options. Your level of frustration

continues to grow as you punch numbers and even tell an automated

voice exactly what you want.

With all the frustration with computer communication, it’s hard

to imagine a future where computers might actually teach people a

thing or two about communicating. Yet Justine Cassell, professor of

communication studies and electrical engineering and computer 

science, hopes to do just that, not only

improving how we communicate with

computers but also using them to help

people strengthen their ability to commu-

nicate with one another.

Cassell spent the early part of her

career studying how people communicate

with one another and since then has spent

significant time studying how people interact with technology 

and use technology to interact with each other. Focusing on under-

standing natural forms of communication, Cassell works to develop

technological methods to facilitate human-to-computer and human-

to-human interaction.

“I think that for some time we’ve moved away from the

metaphor of the computer as a tool toward the metaphor of the

computer as a communication partner,” she says. “My approach is,

if the computer is our communication partner, it should know how

to hold up its end of the conversation.”

“If the computer is our 
communication partner,
it should know how 
to hold up its end of
the conversation.”
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who speak African American Vernacular English (AAVE) at home to

transition to Standard American English for the school environment.

“Children who grow up speaking AAVE often have problems with 

literacy, which leads to a huge achievement gap between African

American and white children in school,” Cassell says. “Part of the issue

is that teachers may not understand that AAVE is a valid dialect of

English, so they think the child is speaking incorrect English. With all

good intentions, they tell the child to stop speaking incorrect English,

but the children don’t yet know the alternative. For success in school,

they need to do code switching — speak AAVE at home and Standard

American English in the classroom.” Children build code-switching

skills through interactive storytelling with the virtual peer.

Another virtual peer works with children with high-functioning

autism, including Asperger’s syndrome. This research group hopes

that interaction with a virtual peer that can help develop both verbal

and nonverbal communication skills, boosting a child’s comfort

level and leading to enhanced social activity and hence to increased

learning in the classroom.

Cassell’s development process, which starts with a principle of

human communication and then uses computer science to re-create

and test it, is a reflection of her own educational path. She holds 

master’s degrees in literature and linguistics and a double PhD in lin-

guistics and psychology — not a typical résumé in computer science.

Her work with virtual humans began out of frustration with the lack

of tools needed to evaluate her hypotheses on human-to-human 

communication. She applied for a grant to spend a year in a computer

science department to build a virtual human — a project that shaped

the course of her career.

In additional to developing virtual peers, Cassell has done 

extensive studies on how people interact with each other through 

technology. Long before Facebook, MySpace, and Friendster had

entered the cultural lexicon, Cassell led the Junior Summit, an online

kids-only community of 3,062 young people from around the world.

She studied how young people formed community and chose leaders.

Her work has made her an often-cited expert in the rapidly growing

and highly discussed field of online social networking.

Cassell hopes her technological developments will have a broad

impact on the way that humans use computers to communicate. “I

hope that my work will make the computer accessible to a broader

array of people — those who may not be just like us, who may not

communicate through typing, who may not be literate, and who may

have communication issues,” she says. “This kind of technology can

act as a stepping-stone to full communication equality.”

Selim Shahriar: Slowing down light 
to speed up communication
The speed of light is one of the few scientific parameters of which

nearly everyone is aware. Light moves fast — 3x108 meters per 

second, rapid enough to travel from the sun to the earth in just

under 8.5 minutes. But the speed for which it is known is also one

of the biggest obstacles to putting light to widespread use in practi-

cal applications such as high data-rate communication systems.

Selim Shahriar, associate professor of electrical engineering and

computer science, is on the leading edge of answering the fundamental

question of whether we can harness light. A significant part of his work

focuses on “slow light,” the technology that allows scientists to control

light by slowing it down to as few as several centimeters per second.

This research holds the promise for a wide variety of technological

advances, including all-optical systems that could drastically increase

communication data rates.

Most of today’s communications systems use low-frequency 

electromagnetic signals transferred through copper wire during 

part of the communication process. These signals can be stored and

rerouted to their final destination using common computer technol-

ogy. But current systems have fundamental data-rate limitations and

are quickly reaching their maximum capacities. On the information

superhighway, they are the two-lane roads, with frequent bottlenecks.

All-optical systems — systems that replace low-frequency signals

with optical information — could provide significant advantages. One

major benefit is the ability to send signals on a large number of distinct

channels through a single conduit, where each channel has more

capacity than that of a copper wire carrying the low-frequency signals.

Justine Cassell with Sam, one of her Embodied Conversational Agents
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“In an optical fiber you can transmit light of many different 

colors simultaneously,” explains Shahriar. “As long as they are slightly

different in color, you could send a thousand or more kinds of light

through one line, providing a huge increase in capacity.”

Optical cables present a problem, however, even while providing

incredible opportunities in terms of data rates. When a message

arrives, it must be stored until it is determined where the message

will ultimately land. In low-frequency systems carried by copper

wires, digital information can be stored in computer memory, but

current technology cannot store optical information as quickly as

light can provide it.

This is where Shahriar’s work in “slow light” comes in. He and

other researchers studying slow light are developing ways to control

and fine-tune the speed of light. The ability to adjust the speed of

light provides the potential for broader use of optics in communica-

tion technology. The technology could allow for light to be slowed,

rerouted, and delivered to an end user while maximizing the data rate.

Light slows down when traveling through a medium. For 

example, glass slows down light by a factor of about 1.5. However,

the more light slows, the more it reflects off a surface, thus reducing

the transmission. Most media can slow it only by a small factor 

(less than 10) before light reflects too much for a significant amount

to pass through. This is hardly enough to provide real control.

One of the first breakthroughs in the field came when scientists

were able to slow light to 17 meters per second with a new technique,

using a cloud of ultracold sodium atoms, that does not suffer from

this limitation. But “while the principle is helpful, it would be

impractical to make anything out of a cloud of ultracold atoms,”

Shahriar comments.

Shahriar and his research group made the next breakthrough 

when they developed the ability to slow light using a crystalline matter.

Building on the previous experiments with clouds of atoms, Shahriar’s

research was the first to use a solid material to slow light significantly,

marking a step toward practical application of the technology.

Research in the field continues to expand, and scientists seek new

advances in controlling light, such as the use of inexpensive materials

or fiber-optic cables. Fundamental challenges must be overcome

before it is realistic to plan for widespread use. As with any up-and-

coming field, the applications for this technology are still under

exploration. “Slow light is in its infancy, so we have to explore the

ways that it can be useful,” Shahriar says. “Eventually it

should have applications that make people’s lives better.”

Slow light has the potential to provide communication

systems that would enable computer transfers and down-

loads at data rates far beyond today’s standards. It also has

many applications in quantum information processing,

which can be used to encrypt confidential information such

as bank transactions.

While Shahriar’s group continues with pioneering

research in slow light, its studies have found other interest-

ing ways to manipulate light. Using the same theories used

to slow light, but in reverse, Shahriar’s group can create

light that appears to propagate faster than the normal speed

of light. Although this “fast light” at first appeared to have

no use, Shahriar has uncovered an interesting and poten-

tially significant application, using it to enhance the sensi-

tivity of rotation sensors in airplanes and missiles, thus

making inertial navigation more accurate. The same effect

could also be applied to test fundamental laws of physics

with new precision and perhaps provide new insight into

how nature works.

Whether being slowed down or speeded up, light 

has enormous potential for practical applications and

improvements. Research at McCormick aims to take us

closer to harnessing its power.

— Kyle Delaney

Selim Shahriar in his laboratory for atomic and photonic technologies
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W
hen twins Carol and Susan Gross moved into their

dorms as freshmen this year, they had a bit of an 

advantage over their peers. As the fifth and sixth 

members of their family to choose McCormick, they were much 

more acclimated than typical freshmen.

Sharing the McCormick experience with Carol and Susan are

their parents, Tom ’77 and Louisa (Hollmeyer) ’77, and their older 

sister and brother, Mary ’06 and James ’08.

Despite the abundance of engineers in the household, Louisa

says that she and Tom never pushed their children toward engineer-

ing or McCormick.

“They really enjoy math and science,” Louisa says. “But we try 

to stay neutral because they need to choose what is best for them.”

Still, the couple is happy about the college and career choice of their

first four offspring. “We’re glad to see our kids in engineering,” Louisa

says. “There are so many opportunities.”

Tom and Louisa met in the Tech library while studying for circuits

class — the only class they shared during their undergraduate career.

The two married the summer after graduation and moved to Indian-

apolis to begin their careers, Tom as a cost researcher for a medical

company and Louisa as a clinical engineer. Tom found he was inter-

ested in the medical information at work and applied for medical

school one year later. He’s now a gastroenterologist, while Louisa

stays at home with the youngest three of their seven children.

Not surprisingly, the children of two engineers have all shown

promise in science and math. Louisa says that potential was nurtured

through Northwestern’s Center for Talent Development (CTD), which

provides a variety of summer and year-round programs for gifted 

students. After Mary, the oldest of the Gross children, attended the

summer camp, she persuaded her parents to send her younger

brothers and sisters. 

“It’s a powerful place where kids are encouraged to grow beyond

what they get in regular school,” Louisa says of CTD. “They connect

with other kids like them, and it nurtures their interests.”

Mary says that spending summers at Northwestern also helped

make the college choice a little easier. “I went to camp, so I felt 

comfortable on campus,” she says. “A lot of my student counselors

went to Northwestern, so I knew that I liked some of the older 

students.” With his sister’s strong recommendation of the University,

James also decided to attend Northwestern. 

“Once Mary and Jim went there, I really hoped that the twins

would, too,” Louisa says. But she tried to subdue her preference as

Carol and Susan looked at many schools, including some quite far

away from their Brownsburg, Indiana, home. The twins visited Mary

and James at Northwestern, where Mary took them to events and

even to her study group. She says she did the best she could to

show the twins what life would be like at McCormick. “I was holding

my breath after their acceptance letters came in, thinking, ‘Please

choose my school.’” 

In the end, that family connection made the difference. “I chose

Northwestern based on the fact that my parents and my siblings are 

a lot like me,” Carol explains. “It was a good fit for them, so I figured

it would probably be a good fit for me, too.”

Each member of the family has chosen a different discipline of

engineering, and Carol and Susan are each excited to explore what

area will be right for her. “We don’t know about all of the career

options available,” Susan says. “I read an article that chemical 

engineers can be taste-testers and that sounds interesting, but I’m

excited to learn about the options.”

Louisa says that having McCormick in common is a “bond her

children will share for life.” And perhaps Susan and Carol won’t be

the last of the Gross children to share that bond — there are three

boys still at home.

— Kyle Delaney

The Grosses 
make McCormick 

a family affair

Clockwise from upper right: James, Mary, Carol, and Susan Gross
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In 2001, 800 people were suspected to

have contracted Legionnaires’ disease

after being exposed to the bacteria

Legionella pneumophila near a hospital in

Spain. Six people died. Similar outbreaks

have occurred near commercial buildings

and health-care facilities in Toronto, Phila-

delphia, Norway, France, and the United

Kingdom. After intense investigations of

each outbreak, the incidents were found 

to share one cause: faulty cooling towers.

Aaron Packman, associate professor 

of civil and environmental engineering,

and Nicholas Cianciotto, professor of micro-

biology and immunology at Northwestern’s

Feinberg School of Medicine, are combining

their expertise to study disinfection practices

for cooling systems in the hope of provid-

ing tools to prevent future outbreaks of

Legionnaires’ disease.

Studying pathogens in large industrial

systems requires expertise in several areas,

providing an ideal opportunity for collabo-

ration between McCormick and Feinberg.

“I’ve studied Legionella pneumophila for

over 20 years, but I don’t know much about

cooling towers and the engineering aspects,”

Cianciotto says. “I would have never

embarked on this myself, but Aaron brings

engineering expertise as well as some micro-

biology experience.”

In order to formally study the efficacy 

of different cleaning techniques, Packman

and Cianciotto’s teams developed a unique

laboratory setup in Tech. “We set up 10 

cells to operate like rooftop cooling towers,

replicating what you have in a real building,”

Packman explains.

The setup gives the team the ability to

expose multiple cooling systems to the same

pathogens and then compare pathogen

growth for each disinfection and cleaning

protocol side by side.

“Nobody else has equipment like this,”

Packman adds. “We’re doing microbiology

experiments on a large laboratory scale,

trying to bridge the gap between basic

microbiology and engineering applications

in real building systems.”

Just like in large industrial and commer-

cial buildings, the cooling towers developed

in the lab work by using evaporation. Water

is pumped through a hot water system, then

dripped across a block of material while air

is blown across it, cooling the water. This

warm, moist environment is unfortunately

ideal for the growth of many pathogens,

including Legionella pneumophila, which is

transmitted through tiny droplets of water.

These systems have the potential to expose

large numbers of people to the organisms.

To prevent outbreaks of Legionella 

pneumophila, technicians put cooling towers

through a battery of cleaning procedures

each year. “There are recommended indus-

trial treatment measures, but they’ve never

been formally evaluated,” says Packman.

“There’s a lot of debate as to exactly how

stringent a control measure — like a biocide

[a chemical capable of killing all biological

life] — you need to prevent outbreaks.”

U.S. standards require continuous low-

level chlorine with occasional biocide added,

but other countries require stronger meas-

ures, including hyperchlorination or even

disassembly of the cooling unit to clean the

cooling material. These stronger measures,

however, have their own set of drawbacks,

Aaron Packman (right) with graduate student 

Jeromy Miceli  

particularly for those concerned with the

maintenance and longevity of these expen-

sive systems. “You have the potential for

damage and downtime,” Cianciotto explains.

“So it comes down to a very practical ques-

tion: Is there a good reason to disassemble

the cooling units?”

To set up the specialized equipment,

Packman and Cianciotto benefited from the

work experience of graduate student Jeromy

Miceli. Before enrolling to study for a master’s

in environmental engineering, Miceli had

responsibility for testing systems for water

contaminants for a large water utility com-

pany. Using his knowledge of the systems, he

set up the miniature test cells and developed

protocols for the experiment in Tech.

With the system up and running, the

researchers will introduce the organisms

that affect real-life systems, including, says

Packman, “organisms that form biological

coatings, amoebas that prey on these 

biological coatings, and then Legionella

pneumophila to infect the amoeba. All

together we will introduce five organisms to

make a realistic microbial system that you

would find in a building’s hot-water loop.”

After evaluating current maintenance

procedures for cooling towers, Packman and

Cianciotto hope to expand their joint

research. Future projects may identify even

better cleaning procedures to eliminate not

just large outbreaks of Legionnaires’ disease

but also other illnesses. “Now that we’ve

established this partnership and built this

unique equipment, we hope to use it for

years,” Cianciotto says. “This project is just

the first step.”

— Kyle Delaney

Legionnaires’ disease 
McCormick, Feinberg 

join the fight
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Ask anyone who has had a colonoscopy, and the 

answer is the same: it’s no fun. With a day of

dietary restrictions and bowel prep, followed by

sedation for the procedure and an uncomfortable recovery,

it’s no surprise that only 15 percent of Americans who

should get a colonoscopy actually do. That low number contributes

to colon cancer’s status as the second leading cause of cancer death

for both men and women — particularly disturbing given the success

rate of early detection and treatment.

“Many people don’t realize it, but we aren’t winning the battle

against colon cancer,” says Vadim Backman, professor of biomedical

engineering. Backman aims to make a big impact on colon cancer detec-

tion by changing the way medical practitioners screen for the disease.

A novel alternative screening procedure developed by Backman

and being tested in collaboration with Hemant Roy, associate profes-

sor of medicine at Northwestern’s Feinberg School of Medicine and

director of basic and clinical research for the gastroenterology section

at Evanston Northwestern Healthcare, is a step closer to widespread

use by medical practitioners.

As described in the spring 2005 issue of By Design, the procedure

uses optical technology to screen the base of the colon for precancer-

ous changes. Knowing that small changes occur in the entire organ

when precancerous polyps develop at any point of the colon (a phe-

nomenon called “the field effect”), Backman’s research team designed

a 1 millimeter probe that can be inserted at the base of the rectum 

to detect small cellular changes that can signal cancer. The test can

completely replace the traditional colonoscopy for patients who show

no signs of polyps.

New alternative to colonoscopy
succeeds in clinical trials

When By Design reported on Backman’s work in 2005, the test

using a technique called four-dimensional elastic light-scattering

fingerprints (4D-ELF) showed great promise. A new breakthrough

has given the research team even better results recently. Backman

and then–graduate student Young Kim, PhD ’05, were the first 

to observe low-coherence enhanced backscattering (LEBS) in 

tissue. Although LEBS had been well documented on hard media,

it was previously thought of limited value for obtaining data 

from weakly scattering media such as tissue. Backman’s discovery

opened the door to new tests with increased sensitivity.

“We can use this

technology to derive

information about the

nanoscale architecture

of tissue,” Backman says.

“This technique actually

allows you to probe the

nanoarchitecture of

cells, which was previ-

ously impossible.”

Clinical success
Over the past year Backman has worked with Roy at Evanston

Northwestern Hospital to implement clinical trials for the technol-

ogy. Testing the procedure with patients already undergoing a

colonoscopy, the team compares its results with those of the gastro-

enterologist. So far tests with more than 500 patients have yielded

impressive results.

The studies have shown a perfect rate of identifying individuals

with no polyps in the colon. “When I first saw the results, I thought

they were too good to be true,” Backman remarks. “Not a single

patient who has tested positive in the colonoscopy has tested negative

with our screening.”

When the test indicates that someone may have a polyp, it is

right about 70 percent of the time. But those false positives aren’t a

major concern to Backman and Roy, because such a patient would

undergo a colonoscopy for further examination. “While it is impor-

tant to find a relatively noninvasive way to say that someone has a

polyp, it’s even more important to find a noninvasive way to say that

they don’t have a polyp,” Roy says.

Colonoscopies are recommended every 10 years for people over

age 50. As the population of Americans who should have colonos-

copies grows — the number is about 75 million now — it’s become
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impossible for everyone who needs a colonoscopy to actually get 

one. If everyone received a test every 10 years, the annual cost would

rise to $10 billion, and gastroenterologists would not be able to 

meet the demand. Clinics are already nearing their capacity with 

only 15 percent of eligible Americans undergoing the procedure.

Expanding the research
As a physician, Roy appreciates Backman’s thoughtful approach to

finding a clinically relevant application for his work. He explains that

almost everyone working in biomedical optics for colon cancer has

been working on an optical biopsy for use during a colonoscopy to

determine if a polyp needs to be removed.

“It’s important work, but from a practical point of view, I don’t

know if it helps me take care of my patients,” Roy says. Because doctors

know that 90 percent of polyps are removed, standard practice today is

to remove all polyps without determining if they are cancerous.

“Vadim’s work is a paradigm shift,” Roy says. “We don’t just want

to know what the pathologist can tell us tomorrow; we want to

address the major clinical issue by getting the right people screened.

Then we can use our endoscopic capacity to make a real dent in

colon cancer mortality.”

Backman and Roy have secured funding from the National

Institutes of Health to run clinical trials for 3,000 patients over the

next three years. They’re also working to expand their study to other

medical research centers. If the data continue to be as promising as

the initial results, the team will apply for FDA approval and pursue

options for widespread distribution. Ideally, the technology would 

be used by a primary care physician to determine if a patient needs 

a colonoscopy.

In the meantime, Backman is working to apply his techniques to

other kinds of cancer. He recently received a grant from the V Foun-

dation for Cancer Research to apply the technology to pancreatic 

cancer and is in the preliminary stages of applying it to lung cancer.

In addition to clinical trials, Backman hopes to gain an understand-

ing of the field effect on which his screening techniques are based.

Little is understood about why all cells in and around an organ change

if cancer is present.

“If you want to save lives, it’s not important that you understand

the biological and molecular mechanisms behind this technology,”

he explains. “But if you figure them out, perhaps it could lead to an

understanding of cancer or the discovery of new therapies.”

— Kyle Delaney

Mark Hersam honored 
in White House ceremony

M
ark Hersam, professor

of materials science

and engineering, 

was honored at the White House 

on July 26 as a recipient of the 2005

Presidential Early Career Award for

Scientists and Engineers (PECASE).

The award, established in 1996,

is the highest honor given by the

U.S. government to outstanding scientists and engineers who

are beginning their independent careers.

Eight federal departments and agencies join together 

annually to nominate young scientists and engineers whose

work is of greatest benefit to the nominating agency’s mission.

Nominated by the U.S. Army Research Office, Hersam will

receive $500,000 over five years.

Hersam was cited for outstanding research in applied 

science; silicon-based molecular electronics; nanoscale 

optoelectronics and atomic-resolution processing; and charac-

terization of electronic, organic, and biological materials and

molecules using scanning probe microscopy. He also was 

honored for outstanding teaching and outreach in the fields 

of nanoscale science and engineering, including curriculum

development, mentoring of undergraduate research, and devel-

opment of the Global Nanotechnology Network, which dissemi-

nates nanotechnology educational materials via the Internet.

Hersam’s research focuses on developing scanning probe

microscopy techniques that enable sensing, characterization,

and actuation at the single-molecule level. It impacts many

fields, including materials science, chemistry, biology, physics,

and electrical engineering.

Hersam, who joined Northwestern in 2000, has received

many awards during his career. Recent awards include the

American Vacuum Society Peter Mark Memorial Award (2006),

the Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society’s Robert Lansing

Hardy Award (2006), the Office of Naval Research Young

Investigator Award (2005), the Army Research Office Young

Investigator Award (2005), a Sloan Foundation Fellowship (2005),

the National Science Foundation CAREER Award (2002), and 

the Beckman Young Investigator Award (2001).

— Megan Fellman

Photos at left: Hemant Roy (left) and Vadim Backman. 
The optical probe Backman designed as an alternative 
to colonoscopy is only 1 millimeter wide.
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A
McCormick education promotes 

creativity and versatility, 

preparing students to excel 

in a top job in engineering or in a number

of other fields and disciplines. Two

McCormick alumni, Gregory Fraser ’77,

MS ’78 and Robert Wayman ’67, 

Kellogg ’69, have achieved success 

in high-level corporate management 

positions in the technology sector.

Fraser cofounded Faro Technologies

in Lake Mary, Florida, where he was CFO

from 1997 to 2005 and currently serves 

as executive vice president, secretary, 

and director. 

Wayman has been CFO at Hewlett-

Packard Company in Palo Alto, California,

since 1984 and is also executive vice

president. He has forged strong ties with

McCormick, where he is a member of the

McCormick Resource Development Board

and the Murphy Society, a recipient of an

Alumni Merit Award, and the donor of an

endowed fund. 

Both alumni laud McCormick for

encouraging them to think beyond algo-

rithms and flex their creative muscles. 

Strength in diversity of skills

Greg Fraser and McCormick were a great

match from the beginning. Mulling the

range of engineering schools in the early

1970s, Fraser knew he didn’t want to 

be “just another” engineer. He chose

McCormick because it was one of the

few schools at the time offering courses

in biomedical engineering.

Helping Fraser keep his interests in

perspective was his adviser, Professor Jack Lewis, who split his time teaching civil engineering

and serving as project director for orthopedic implant research at Northwestern’s Rehabilita-

tion Engineering Research Program. Lewis urged him not to narrow his choice of courses to 

a single field.

“Following some great advice from my adviser, I did all the work in biomedical that 

I wanted but graduated with a ‘traditional’ mechanical engineering degree,” Fraser says. He 

further diversified his expertise by earning his master’s degree in civil and environmental 

engineering at McCormick in 1978. And he remained an avid learner, even earning a PhD 

in mechanical engineering in 1982, the year he also cofounded Faro Technologies.

Creating a new company and helping it achieve success put Fraser’s diverse skills to the

test. His biomedical engineering education served Faro’s initial purpose, which was developing

new products for orthopedic diagnosis and computer-aided surgery. But lining up “angel”

investors to fund Faro’s start-up and organizing the company’s first sales force and marketing

department required entrepreneurial ability, he says. Fraser also helped to coordinate financ-

ing with a venture capital company before the company’s initial public offering. And when

Faro decided to move away from medical markets and develop computerized measurement

devices for use in automotive, aerospace, and other industries, that shift “involved a retooling

and international expansion that required even more diverse skills,” Fraser says.

The change that Fraser says may be “the most dramatic departure from my engineering

education” came in 1997, just before Faro went public, when he became the company’s chief

financial officer.

But regardless of how Faro and Fraser have changed over the years, the company stays on

top of its game, an example of the McCormick ideal of robust entrepreneurial spirit. “We are 

a pioneer and leader in our market,” Fraser says. “One of the reasons we stay in the lead is that

we ‘obsolete’ our products by issuing new generations every four to five years.”

His education at McCormick has aided him immeasurably when it comes to problem

solving, making decisions, and “thinking through” business processes, he says. And that helps

Greg Fraser

Advice from two alumni 

Think broadly
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Comfort zone: Do not enter

Robert Wayman’s words of advice to graduating McCormick students at Convocation on 

June 17 were more personal than the audience realized.

“Be versatile,” Wayman told them. “The worst thing you can do as an engineer is to 

atomize yourself, to lock yourself in your own silo. The best engineers are the ones who can

see the big picture, who have the broadest range of experiences to bring to any conversation.”

Then he offered examples for broadening one’s outlook: “When you leave here, hang around

an art school. If you don’t know how, learn how to write software. … Practice speaking in

public. Live constantly outside your comfort zone. You won’t regret you did.”

Little did they know that speaker Wayman, a self-described “numbers guy [who] liked

working in the backroom and coming up with the answer,” used to be afraid of public speak-

ing. But early on in his career at Hewlett-Packard, Wayman realized that speaking was going 

to be part of his life. So he embraced it, consciously seeking out speaking engagements, getting

practice by talking in front of small groups, and eventually finding the confidence to stand at

podiums before thousands of people.

A willingness to challenge yourself, versatility, and the ability to learn from new experi-

ences are at the heart of what it means to be an engineer. A McCormick education means

preparing yourself to ride the rapids of change. Not long after joining Hewlett-Packard in

1969, Wayman saw with the creation of the handheld calculator how swiftly the landscape

could change by the introduction of “things no one had envisioned yet.” The handheld 

calculator went from an idea to an instrument in a matter of months, skyrocketing in 

popularity and soon accounting for 40 percent of the company’s revenues.

McCormick stressed the importance of being versatile, an ability that has served Wayman

well in his HP career. Given how rapidly things change, “you never know what skills are going

to be called for,” Wayman says. So, he adds, you have to be able to creatively apply your knowl-

edge, especially in the global economy. “There are clearly lower-cost sources of engineering

than U.S. engineers, particularly ones who graduated

from McCormick, so you need an edge. That edge is

partially described by creativity and entrepreneurial

forces and values.”

Clear, disciplined thinking is another important

skill taught at McCormick. “I absolutely believe that

engineering is an excellent background for business

problem solving,” Wayman says. “I attribute a lot of

the confidence that I gained in problem solving to the

core of understanding I got in engineering school.”

Among the ways he has given back to McCormick

is creating the Robert and Susan Wayman Endowed

Fund in 1998. It has helped provide state-of-the-art

technology to the industrial engineering and manage-

ment sciences department. But as important as tech-

nology is, Wayman knows it’s just part of a larger

picture. “Turning knowledge into a better life for 

people is what engineering is all about,” he says.

— Jack Bess

Faro keep ahead of the curve in such a 

competitive and unpredictable industry as

computer-based inspection technology.

“The process-based thinking that I

learned at McCormick translates into a 

disciplined implementation of company

controls and processes that is seen by most

nonengineering entrepreneurs as a necessary

evil,” Fraser says. “The fact that my co-

founder was also an engineer means that

Faro has had a very good decision-making

and process-control environment.”

Fraser will bring considerable knowl-

edge and experience into the next chapter 

of his life. He will transition out of Faro in

2007 and into a second career, which he says

will include business-growth consulting,

charitable “give-back,” and perhaps some

teaching — maybe even at his alma mater.

Robert Wayman
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Bob Chang’s passion is teaching the 

fundamentals of nanotechnology 

to the next generation of scientists

and engineers. It’s a mission for which 

he has secured more than $15 million in

funding and been recognized as an NSF

Director’s Distinguished Teaching Scholar.

When Chang, professor of materials 

science and engineering and director of the

National Center for Learning and Teaching

in Nanoscale Science and Engineering

(NCLT) at Northwestern, was asked to teach

a section of Engineering Design and Com-

munication (EDC), he saw an opportunity

to use McCormick students to help bridge

the gap between scientists and middle-

school students. He had the EDC students

work with local middle-school teachers to

develop a two-week curriculum in nano-

technology and then test activities with the

middle-school students.

“I realized that it would be fantastic for

the young people to do nano education,”

Chang says. “There is no way that I could 

do a good job communicating to middle-

school kids, but a younger generation could.

Some of the students have siblings in middle

school, which is perfect.”

Focusing efforts on middle school 

provided advantages over high school,

according to Chang. “In high school the

curriculum is such that students really

don’t have time in their schedules for

something new and different,” he says. “In

middle school there is less structure and

fewer exams. Middle-school teachers told

the students that they could design some-

thing that would be taught for two weeks.

Understanding

measurement

Measurement is a key

concept for all areas of

science, but teaching

the basic concepts of

measurement at the

nanoscale can be 

challenging. “When 

you deal with things

that you cannot see,

such as in the nano

range, the question

becomes, what instru-

ments do you use?”

Chang says. “We

wanted the students to think how to meas-

ure and how to estimate the size of some-

thing. That gives a framework to say, ‘If I

don’t have a ruler, I can still estimate the

size.’ That kind of notion is very important.”

First-year McCormick students Keanan

Ryan, Kari Nigorizawa, Eric Bertram, and

Michelle Lee, who made up one EDC team,

say they had to prepare extensively to work 

well with middle-school students, since

they lacked background in education as

well as nanotechnology.

“We did a lot of background research

about how people learn, middle-school 

curricula, and the atmosphere of middle-

school classrooms,” Lee says. “We tried to get

in the mindset of a middle-school student.”

The team developed a curriculum that

introduced students to the basic components

of measurement, culminating in the intro-

duction of the scanning probe microscope,

a key tool for exploring nanotechnology.

Across the nano divide
EDC students design nanoscience lessons 

for middle schools 

Michelle Lee at Springman Middle School

The curriculum is very open and flexible.”

Chang cotaught two sections of EDC

with Penny Hirsch, lecturer and associate

director of the Writing Program in Weinberg

College, and Emma Tevaarwark, a post-

doctoral researcher working at NCLT. The

class projects provided a good opportunity

for students to study both the engineering

and communication processes emphasized

in EDC. “The nano projects were wonderful

for teaching communication,” says Hirsch,

“because students had to design lessons and

write explanations for different audiences,

such as middle-school students, middle-

school teachers, and their own EDC peers.”

There were eight EDC teams divided

between two key concepts in nanotech-

nology: measurement, including scanning

probe microscopy, and surface-area-to-

volume ratio (SVR). Students developed 

and tested their two-week curricula within

these broad parameters.
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Understanding how to measure requires

developing a frame of reference. To achieve

this goal, the team developed the “white

globes activity” for its class at Springman

Middle School in suburban Glenview. Each

of four groups was given a white Styrofoam®

ball, stickers, and markers. After placing

stickers anywhere on the globe, the middle-

school students identified a zero point and

frame of reference that would allow another

group to determine where the stickers were.

As some students struggled to communicate

their sticker locations, they began to under-

stand the need for a clear and concise 

measurement system.

In addition to the white globes activity,

this EDC team developed and tested a

“budget” scanning probe microscope. “It’s a

lot cheaper and easier to use in more class-

rooms,” says Ryan. “It’s a model scanning

probe microscope made out of the most

basic materials so students can put it

together and understand how it works.”

Developing the curriculum helped this

group of EDC students become more aware

of the importance of teaching nanoscience

concepts to younger ages. “In the future

there are going to be a lot of consumer

products that are based on nanoscience,”

says Nigorizawa. “We won’t be able to design

those projects without the interest and

knowledge of future generations — and

even our own generation.”

Ratios and reactions

“Surface area-to-volume ratio is a basic and

interesting concept to teach young learners.

It’s not a trivial thing — it will follow them

all the way to graduate school,” Chang says.

“Much of chemistry happens on the surface,

so it’s very important that they take surface

into account in experi-

ments. And the concept

of SVR is enhanced

when the size of the

material is very small.”

In order to teach

middle-school students

the concept, first-year

McCormick students

Siu-Hin Wan, Lee Lamers, Stephen Wylie,

and Joey Hsu used an unconventional idea

based on the popularity of card games such

as Magic and Pokemon. The group developed

“Nanocos,” which Lamers describes as

“essentially a two-person game with object

cards, each of which has a surface area-to-

volume ratio.

“The students really start getting

engaged in calculating the numbers in order

to beat their opponents,” he says.

To teach the specific concepts, the team

needed to start with the big picture, break-

ing the lessons down into volume, surface

area, ratios, and then surface area-to-volume

ratio. They then got into the more compli-

cated aspects of how a chemical reaction will

take place more readily on surfaces than the

bulk, so reaction rates are usually higher for

materials with large surface-to-volume ratio.

Lamers observes that a card game is a

powerful educational tool. “Once they knew

the math, they really enjoyed the game,”

he says. “Students actually came up to us

during the passing period to ask if they

could play the game again.”

Putting the ideas into practice

At the end of the quarter each of the eight

teams presented its curriculum, including

worksheets, student and teacher handbooks,

and evaluations, to their mentor teachers

and all members of the class. Four students

continued working on the projects as 2006

NCLT Engineering Scholars, distilling the

best pieces of all the projects down to two

good units or

modules. Chang

hopes that their

work will lead to

curricula that

teachers can begin

implementing in

their classrooms as

soon as possible.

“Career interests for young people are

pretty much decided by the middle of high

school,” he says. “Looking at the projects,

I was thrilled. The students are doing all 

the right things to communicate science to 

a middle-school student.”

Chang continues to receive major 

funding for his pursuits, including a recent

$6.9 million grant to develop a national 

center at McCormick for his Materials

World Modules. As his work progresses,

Chang hopes to continue using McCormick

students as he pursues his passion of

developing a nano-literate generation.

— Kyle Delaney 

“Career interests for young 
people are pretty much decided
by the middle of high school. 
…The [McCormick] students 
are doing all the right things 
to communicate science to a
middle-school student.”
— Bob Chang

Bob Chang (center) and students (from left)

Stephen Wylie, Siu-Hin Wan, Joey Hsu, and

Lee Lamers test “Nanocos,” an educational

card game the students developed.
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New faculty

José Andrade, assistant profes-

sor, civil and environmental engi-

neering (specialty: geotechnics)

Matthew Grayson, assistant

professor, electrical engineering

and computer science (specialty:

solid-state nanoelectronics)

Dean Ho, assistant professor,

mechanical engineering 

(specialty: bionanotechnology/

neural engineering)

Wendy Murray, assistant pro-

fessor, biomedical engineering

(specialty: biomechanics)

Yu (Marco) Nie, assistant profes-

sor, civil and environmental engi-

neering (specialty: transportation)

Justin Notestein, assistant pro-

fessor, chemical and biological

engineering (specialty: molecular

engineering/catalysis)

Christopher Wolverton, profes-

sor, materials science and engi-

neering (specialty: computational

materials science)

Faculty honors

Jan Achenbach, Walter P.

Murphy Professor and Distin-

guished McCormick School Pro-

fessor of Mechanical Engineering

and Civil and Environmental

Engineering, presented the ple-

nary lectures at the International

Conference on Computational

and Experimental Engineering

and Sciences and the Mechanical

Waves in Solids.

Luis Amaral, associate professor

of chemical and biological engi-

neering, has been named a

Distinguished Young Scholar in

Medical Research by the W. M.

Keck Foundation.

Guillermo Ameer, assistant pro-

fessor of biomedical engineering,

has received part of a $3.5 million

Illinois state grant that will fund

three stem cell research projects.

Ameer also has received a 2006

National Science Foundation

CAREER Award.

Zdenĕk P. Baz̆ant, Walter P.

Murphy Professor of Civil and

Environmental Engineering, has

received an honorary doctorate

from the Technical University of

Vienna, Austria, and was honored

in a special issue of the Inter-

national Journal of Fracture.

Bazant presented plenary keynote

lectures at the 16th European

Conference on Fracture; the

European Conference on

Computational Modeling of

Concrete Structures (EURO-C);

the Seventh International

Conference on Creep, Shrinkage,

and Durability of Concrete and

Concrete Structures; the National

Concrete Convention; and the

Structural Engineering Conven-

tion of India. He also delivered

the Mindlin Lecture at the

Quadrennial U.S. National

Congress of Theoretical and

Applied Mechanics.

Randy Berry, associate professor

of electrical engineering and

computer science, presented the

keynote lecture at the Second

Annual Workshop on Resource

Allocation in Wireless Networks.

L. Cate Brinson, chair and

Jerome B. Cohen Professor of

Mechanical Engineering, has

received a Friedrich Wilhelm

Bessel Research Award from 

the Alexander von Humboldt

Foundation.

Linda Broadbelt, associate pro-

fessor of chemical and biological

engineering, has been awarded

the Fulbright Distinguished

Scholar Award.

Fabian Bustamante, Yan

Chen, and Aleksandar

Kuzmanovic, assistant professors

of electrical engineering and

computer science, and Peter

Dinda, associate professor 

of electrical engineering and

computer science, have won 

a Microsoft Trustworthy 

Computing 2006 Award.

Wei Chen, professor of

mechanical engineering, has

received the Ralph R. Teetor

Educational Award of the 

Society of Automotive 

Engineers International.

Isaac Daniel, Walter P. Murphy

Professor of Civil and Environ-

mental Engineering and

Mechanical Engineering, is the

recipient of the M. M. Frocht

Mechanics Educator of the 

Year Award of the Society for

Experimental Mechanics.

Mark Daskin, professor of

industrial engineering and 

management sciences, has

been inducted into the Edelman

Academy. Daskin has been 

offered a visiting appointment at

the University of Kent Business

School and elected a fellow of the

Institute of Industrial Engineers.

Charles Dowding, professor 

of civil and environmental engi-

neering, has received the Distin-

guished Alumni Award of the

University of Illinois Department

of Civil and Environmental

Engineering.

Ken Forbus, Walter P. Murphy

Professor of Electrical Engineer-

ing and Computer Science, has

joined the new NSF-funded

Spatial Intelligence and Learning

Center.

Bartosz Grzybowski, assistant

professor of chemical and biolog-

ical engineering, has been named

a 2006 Pew Scholar in the Bio-

medical Sciences. He also received

the American Chemical Society

Division of Colloids and

Interfaces Unilever Award.

Dongning Guo, assistant profes-

sor of electrical engineering and

computer science, has been

elected a member of the Institute

for Mathematical Sciences at the

National University of Singapore.

Lawrence Henschen, professor

of electrical engineering and

computer science, has been

included in Who’s Who among

America’s Teachers.

Mark Hersam, professor of

materials science and engineering,

was honored at the White House

as a recipient of the 2005 Presi-

dential Early Career Award for

Scientists and Engineers. (See

page 15.) This year Hersam also

received the American Vacuum

Society Peter Mark Memorial

Award and the Chicago Area

Undergraduate Research Sym-

posium Faculty Research Award.

Seyed Iravani, associate profes-

sor of industrial engineering and

management sciences, has won

the IIE Operations Research

Division Teaching Excellence

Award.

A. K. Katsaggelos, professor of

electrical engineering and com-

puter science, presented a plenary

lecture at IEEE WirelessComm

and the opening keynote lecture

at the 2005 Pacific-Rim

Conference on Multimedia.

David Kelso, associate professor

of biomedical engineering, has

received a four-year, $4.9 million

grant from the Bill and Melinda

Gates Foundation for the new

Center for Innovation in Global

Health Technologies. (See page 2.)

Chung-Chieh Lee, professor of

electrical engineering and com-

puter science, has been named

SBC Research Professor.

Debiao Li, professor of biomed-

ical engineering, has been elected

a fellow of the International

Society for Magnetic Resonance

in Medicine.

P E O P L E  A N D  P R O G R E S S



Messersmith’s research honored
with MERIT Award

Phil Messersmith, associate professor of

biomedical engineering, has received a

MERIT (Method to Extend Research in Time)

Award from the National Institutes of Health

(NIH). He will receive up to $3.6 million 

over the next 10 years.

Less than 5 percent of NIH-funded 

investigators are selected to receive MERIT

Awards, which recognize superior research

competence and productivity. MERIT awards provide long-term 

support to investigators with impressive records of scientific achieve-

ment in research areas of special importance or promise.

The National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, which

is funding Messersmith’s “Biologically Inspired Polymer Adhesive”

research, selected Messersmith to receive the award.

Messersmith’s research focuses on the development of bio-inspired

novel adhesive biomaterials for dental and medical applications. His team

of researchers is studying the adhesive strategies of mussels with the hope

of using the information to design new adhesive synthetic polymers for

use in medical implants. Marine mussels can adhere to virtually all 

inorganic and organic surfaces, sustaining their tenacious bonds in salt-

water, including turbulent tidal environments. Little is known, however,

about exactly how the bivalves achieve this amazing feat.

Messersmith’s is the first-ever single-molecule study to focus on the

key amino acid 3,4-L-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), a tyrosine deriva-

tive that is found in high concentration in the “glue” proteins of mussels.

The research team attached single-DOPA amino acids to an atomic

force microscope tip and measured the strength of interaction between

DOPA and inorganic and organic surfaces. They found that on an 

inorganic metal oxide surface DOPA interacts with the substrate by a

coordinated noncovalent interaction, which is over an order of magni-

tude stronger than hydrogen bonding but still completely reversible.

On an organic substrate, DOPA can form even stronger, and 

irreversible, covalent bonds when it is oxidized by seawater. This helps 

to explain the remarkable versatility of mussels to adhere strongly to

many different materials.

On neither substrate could tyrosine alone mimic such a strong

binding interaction, which highlights that the modification of tyrosine

residues to form DOPA during mussel glue processing is critical.

“Our results point the way toward new applications for our mussel

mimetic polymers,” says Messersmith, who has designed a versatile two-

sided coating that sticks securely to a surface and prevents cell, protein,

and bacterial buildup. “For example, we may be able to take advantage

of the reactivity of oxidized DOPA to form covalent bonds between

adhesive DOPA-containing polymers and human tissue surfaces.”

His research was published online the week of August 14 by the

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

— Megan Fellman
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Thomas Mason, professor of

materials science and engineering,

has won the 2006 Ceramic

Educational Council Outstanding

Educator Award.

Phil Messersmith, associate

professor of biomedical engineer-

ing and of materials science and

engineering, has received the

National Institutes of Health

MERIT Award. (See story at

right.)

Hooman Mohseni, assistant

professor of electrical engineering

and computer science, has

received an NSF CAREER Award.

Jorge Nocedal, professor of

electrical engineering and com-

puter science and of industrial

engineering and management sci-

ences, has been appointed to the

editorial board of SIAM Review.

Don Norman, professor of elec-

trical engineering and computer

science, presented the keynote 

lecture at the International

Symposium on Intelligent

Environments and the Allan D.

Shocker Lecture to the New

Product Design and Business

Development Program at the

University of Minnesota.

Greg Olson, professor of materi-

als science and engineering, has

been named ASM International’s

Edward DeMille Campbell

Memorial Lecturer for 2006.

Monica Olvera de la Cruz, 

professor of materials science and

engineering, has been elected to

the Solid State Science Committee

of the National Research Council.

John Rudnicki, professor of civil

and environmental engineering

and mechanical engineering, has

been awarded the Maurice A. Biot

Medal of the American Society of

Civil Engineers.

Rodney Ruoff, professor of

mechanical engineering, has 

been named editor of a special

issue of Composites Science &

Technology.

Peter Scheuermann, profes-

sor of electrical engineering

and computer science, served 

as vice general chair of the

International Conference on

Management of Data of the

Association for Computing

Machinery’s Special Interest

Group on Management of Data.

Mary Silber, professor of

engineering sciences and 

applied mathematics, has been

elected vice chair of the Society

for Industrial and Applied 

Mathematics Activity Group 

on Dynamical Systems.

Karen Smilowitz, assistant 

professor of industrial engineer-

ing and management sciences,

has been appointed Junior

William A. Patterson Professor 

in Transportation.

Peter Voorhees, chair and 

professor of materials sciences

and engineering, provided 

testimony to the U.S. Senate’s

Commerce, Science, and Trans-

portation Subcommittee on

Science and Space.

Jay Walsh, senior associate 

dean and professor of biomedical

engineering, has received the 2006

William B. Mark Award from the

American Society for Lasers in

Surgery and Medicine.

Ying Wu, assistant professor of

electrical engineering and com-

puter science, has been appointed

to the editorial board of Machine

Vision and Applications.
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Dear McCormick alumni and friends,

As chairman of the Walter P. Murphy Society, I’d like to thank and 

recognize the many alumni, parents, and friends who have supported

the McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science during 

academic year 2005–06. We are grateful for the contributions and leader-

ship of nearly 250 Murphy Society members and hundreds of other

donors whose names are listed on the following pages. To those who

are not currently Murphy members or donors, I extend a warm invitation

to join us and make a gift this year to the McCormick Annual Fund.  

As you might know, the Murphy Society honors the legacy of Walter P.

Murphy, the benefactor whose gifts supported the construction of

Northwestern’s Technological Institute. Murphy Society members make

annual gifts of $1,000 or more and have a unique opportunity to assist

Dean Julio Ottino in making decisions to fund faculty and student proj-

ects through the Murphy Society Selection Committee. In past years the

Murphy Society has encouraged the support of curriculum innovations

such as Engineering First® and the Institute for Design Education and

Applications (IDEA), as well as hands-on design projects such as the

solar car competition. 

Beginning with the new academic year, Murphy Society members are

also being recognized as members of the Northwestern Leadership

Circle. The Leadership Circle, a pan-university giving society, is 

composed of Northwestern’s most loyal friends and alumni and offers

members a number of unique benefits.

Life Fellows

Life Fellows are recognized for their

extraordinary support of the mission

and goals of the school through their

gifts of $500,000 or more.

William R. Blackham ’52

Johnnie Cordell Breed, H ’97

Stanton R. Cook ’49, H ’85

Lester Crown ’46

John A. Dever ’51

James N. Farley ’50 and 

Nancy J. Farley

Robert J. Fierle ’45

Wilbur H. Gantz and 

Linda Theis Gantz

Lavern Norris Gaynor ’45

Leonard G. Ginger ’39, ’66 

Melville H. Hodge ’52 and 

Jane K. Hodge ’52

James N. Krebs ’45

Estate of George H. Martin, PhD ’55*

Richard S. Pepper ’53 and 

Roxelyn Miller Pepper ’53

Patrick G. Ryan ’59 and 

Shirley Welsh Ryan ’61

Benjamin W. Slivka, BSAM ’82,

BSCS ’82, MS ’85, and 

Lisa Wissner-Slivka ’85

Harold B. Smith, MBA ’57,

and Denise Smith

Chu Tull

William J. White ’61 and 

Jane Schulte White

Dean’s Circle

$10,000 or more

A. Craig Asher, MMgt ’93, MS ’94

Harold E. Bond ’46, MBA ’64, and

Pauline June Bond

June E. Brewer ’34

Dudley S. Childress, PhD ’67,

and Nancy Lu Childress

David W. Cugell and 

Christina Enroth-Cugell

Donald R. Davis ’55

David Alan Eckert ’77

Estate of Elaine H. Filstrup*

Scott H. Filstrup ’65, MBA ’67,

and Margaret M. Filstrup

Morris E. Fine

Donald N. Frey

Taher S. Helmy and 

Cherine A. Badrawi

James R. Lancaster ’55 and 

Patricia Lancaster

Leslie Lee

Stella Mah

Michael M. Morison ’85, MBA ’95,

and Gloria G. Morison ’87

Erick A. Reickert ’58

Robert E. Shaw ’70, MMgt ’81,

and Charlene J. Shaw ’70

Samuel A. Sperry ’65 and 

Susan J. Sperry

William A. Streff Jr. ’71, JD ’74,

and Kathleen Streff

Todd M. Warren ’87 and 

Ruth Warren

Innovators

$5,000 to $9,999

James S. Aagaard ’53, MS ’55,

PhD ’57, and Mary-Louise

Aagaard

Elizabeth Toof Anderson ’59

Donald L. Asher, JD ’61

Estate of Mary Joanne Beam ’46*

Lee A. Dayton Sr. ’65 and 

Mrs. Lee A. Dayton

Steven Guse, MBA ’99

Richard C. Halpern and 

Madeline J. Halpern ’77, MSJ ’86

Vaughn A. Koshkarian ’67, MBA ’68,

and Stella M. Koshkarian

John E. Kranjc ’77

John A. McQuown ’57

Gregory John Merchant, PhD ’90

Daniel D. Mickelson ’63 and 

Sandra P. Mickelson

D. Eugene Nugent ’51 and 

Bonnie L. Nugent ’49

Kenneth J. Porrello ’78, MMgt ’82,

and Sherry L. McFall ’78

Damoder P. Reddy, MS ’67

Scott David Roberts ’01 and Jill D.

Roberts ’03

David A. Sachs ’81 and Karen R. Sachs

Alan R. Swanson ’71 and 

Janet E. Rassenfoss

David Van Wagener

Hugo L. Vandersypen, MS ’69,

PhD ’73

Alan J. Wasserstrom ’62

G I V I N G  R E P O R T

David Eckert (right) with Dean Ottino

We are very grateful for your contributions to the McCormick School

and to the broader Northwestern community. Your annual support of the

McCormick Annual Fund enables the dean to respond to unanticipated

needs that arise during the academic year and provides important

resources that will help the school achieve new levels of excellence.

Sincerely,

David A. Eckert ’77

Chairman, Walter P. Murphy Society

Chairman, McCormick Advisory Council

Murphy Society Donors
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Designers

$2,500 to $4,999

Jeffrey R. Beir ’80

Elizabeth K. Dean

Robert C. Feldmann ’76

Gene M. Handel ’68

Ruth Mullen Harenchar, MPH ’76,

and George T. Harenchar 

Mark E. Kelly ’50 and Doris K. Kelly

Priscilla Marilyn Lu, PhD ’80

Frank W. Luerssen and Joan Luerssen

Michael S. Lurey ’67

Ann Marie Mayes, PhD ’91

Ethan Meister and 

Mary Cheang Meister ’98

Masahiro Meshii, PhD ’59

John Edward Olesky ’76

William B. Olson ’51 and 

Jeanne Olson ’50

Philip D. Robers, PhD ’68,

and Sandra Robers

Thomas F. Rosenbaum and

Katherine T. Faber

Paul H. Schipper, MS ’75, PhD ’77

David N. Seidman

William M. Smedley ’38, MS ’40

Patricia Timpano Sparrell, MS ’82

Derek A. Steelberg ’86 and 

Maria Vignali Steelberg ’87

Robert B. Taggart ’67, MS ’68,

and Donna Bledsoe Taggart

Thomas C. Tyrrell ’67 and 

Melanie Tyrrell

James E. Van Ness, MS ’51, PhD ’54,

and Mary Ellen Van Ness

Daina Wasserstrom

Howard B. Witt ’63 and 

Marilyn A. Witt

Alan Wolfson ’80

Members

$1,000 to $2,499

Theodore D. Ahlgren ’57, MS ’65,

PhD ’67, and Marjorie R. Ahlgren

Thomas P. Anderson ’69

Teruaki Aoki, PhD ’70

Nitu Arora ’88

George E. Bailie ’48 and 

Virginia Louise Bailie

Debasis Baral, PhD ’83

Eric R. Barnett ’94

Kevin F. Barrett ’81

Jay A. Behrens ’85

Ralph W. Behrens ’62

Michael W. Belin

Thomas G. Bergsland ’56, MBA ’57,

and Katherine S. Bergsland ’56

Laverne S. Brown ’45

Norman W. Carlson ’81, MA/MS ’83,

PhD ’86, and Susan J. Carlson ’87

David L. Carney, MS ’68, PhD ’72,

and Carol R. Carney

Stephen H. Carr and Virginia

McMillan Carr, MS ’71, PhD ’76

Peter S. Castro ’51, MS ’56, PhD ’59,

and Patricia Ludeman Castro ’59

Kooyoung Chung, PhD ’93

James A. Clifton III ’79

Scott F. Clugston, MS ’82

Alan S. Cohen, MS ’69, PhD ’71,

and Natalie Krewitsky Cohen ’68,

MA ’71

Edmund U. Cohler ’49, MS ’51,

PhD ’53, and Marilyn Dixler

Cohler ’51

Richard G. Cunningham ’43,

MS ’47, PhD ’50, and 

Suzanne Cunningham ’45

Francis E. De Salvo ’57

Irene H. De Sanctis

Peter F. Decker ’59

Rhonda L. Dibachi ’83 and 

Farzad Dibachi

G. Wayne Dietrich ’66, MS ’73

Thomas C. Dobesh ’96

Donald A. Dobson ’50, PhD ’55

Richard K. Dompke ’55 and 

Gayle M. Dompke ’58

William R. Drake ’77

William C. Fierle I, MEM ’98, MBA ’98

William L. Firestone, PhD ’52

Michael A. Fitzgibbons ’81

Kathleen R. Flaherty ’73, MS ’75,

PhD ’79

Robert J. Fryml ’72

Marvin E. Garrett ’63, MBA ’65,

and Judith Wasilko Garrett ’64

Stephen D. Garrity, MS ’76, PhD ’81

Leonard L. Garver ’56, MS ’58, PhD ’61

J. Jeffrey Geldermann, ’72

James F. Gibbons ’53

Steven Gilbert, MS ’86

H. Price Glazer ’75

Scott A. Glesmann ’81

Marilyn Otto Goll ’46

Michael N. Goodkind, PhD ’73,

and Mary E. Goodkind, MS ’70,

MMgt ’81

Alvin L. Gorman

Philip H. Graham ’60

Eric P. Granberg ’82

James E. Greenlee ’66, MD ’70,

GMER ’76

Kevin John Gross ’77 and 

Susan Luerssen Gross ’79

Ronald H. Haas ’61, MS ’62, and

Catherine E. Haas

Steven J. Hampton and Margaret M.

Bertelsen Hampton ’80, MMgt ’84

Edward T. Harley ’49

Warren R. Haug, MS ’63, PhD ’65

John H. Heckmueller ’70 and

Virginia Hemelt

Henry G. Herzing ’59

Cynthia S. Hirtzel, MS ’77, PhD ’80

Kary Hisrich ’98

Carl J. Holdampf ’51 and Margaret

Miller Holdampf ’51

Jon S. Holmgren ’62, MS ’66

Don J. Howard ’63

Rei Fong Hsu and Pei Mei Hsu

Frank M. Huang ’84

Arthur P. Hurter ’56, MS ’58,

PhD ’62, and Florence E. Hurter

Kiyoji Ishida, MS ’68

Solomon M. Jacob, MS ’66, PhD ’67

Hina T. Jaffery ’96, MEM ’01

Paul A. James ’70 and Pamela L.

James ’71

Donald L. Jones ’50

Troy R. Karlsson ’84

Chih-Ming Ke, MS ’94, PhD ’95,

and Ju-Chien Chao, MA ’94

Dale A. Keister ’62

James W. Kerrigan ’59, MBA ’61,

and Tricia Ann Kerrigan

Charles Kettering III and 

Lisa Kettering

Robert J. Kiep ’88

W. Donald Kingsley ’57 and 

Barbara Palicke Kingsley ’58

Kenneth C. Kirsch ’75, MS ’78, PhD ’80

P. Jeffrey Kohler ’80 and Barbara A.

Kohler ’78

Edward F. Kondis, PhD ’69

Tom C. Krejcie ’74

Gary Kremen ’85

Edward A. Labahn ’51

John Lazar ’48

Donald R. Lee ’63, MS ’65,

and Charlene M. Lee

Harvey Y. Lee ’88

James A. Lee ’ 88

Jeffrey Richard Lefebvre, MS ’86,

PhD ’92, and Julie A. Lefebvre ’87

Susan L. Leichliter ’67

Peter B. Leichliter ’95

Robert E. Leigh ’54, MS ’59,

and Elaine Leigh

Sek Hon A. Leung ’80 and Jenny Leung

John C. Lieske ’82

Steven D. Look ’73

Lydia Hoffman Lund ’50

Herbert Malin, MS ’51

Kent A. Mallquist ’60 and 

Marti Mallquist

Joseph S. Martinich ’72, PhD ’80,

and Vicki Lynn Sauter ’75,

MS ’77, PhD ’80

Myron J. McKee Jr. ’48

Gregory W. McKinney ’81, ’83,

and Nancy Lubich McKinney

Charles S. McNeer ’50

Joel D. Meyer and Enid Meyer

William M. Miller

David Mintzer and Justine Mintzer

James J. Morreale ’84 and 

Patricia A. Morreale ’83

Mark J. Morton ’66

Douglas Nieman and 

Diane Nieman, MIT ’06

Robert F. Norman ’84 and 

Kathie Z. Norman ’86

Philip E. Novak ’57

Donald S. Olexa Jr., MEM ’88

J. M. Ottino and Alicia I. Loffler

Terry L. Overbey ’72 and 

Lynette Pudvin Overbey ’71

E. Terry Papoutsakis

Garo A. Partoyan ’59

Ronald N. Paul ’57, MBA ’58

Robert L. Peskin, MS ’75, PhD ’77

Gerald T. Petersen ’57, ’74, and

Carol Krametbauer Petersen ’56

Galen K. Pflederer ’49

Robert A. Phillips ’63, MS ’65, PhD ’72

Chad B. Pierce ’44

Robert J. Piros ’49, MS ’79

Nicholas G. Polydoris ’54 and

Gloria Polydoris

Thomas F. Powers ’52

David M. Poydock ’71

Robert L. Puette ’64 and 

Mrs. J. P. Puette

Vivek Ragavan ’74 and 

Nilima Ragavan

Donald E. Rathbone, MS ’57

W. Carlton Reckling ’84

Donald E. Rome ’77

William E. Rosner ’75, MMgt ’76,

and Linda Rosner

David S. Sabo, PhD ’68

Shinichi Sato ’56

Alan L. Scharff ’46 and 

Sandra Scharff

Logan H. Schlipf ’51

Arnold L. Schmidt ’54 and 

Ann Schmidt

George L. Schneider ’60 and 

F. Kay Schneider ’61

Joseph L. Schofer, MS ’65, PhD ’68,

and Nancy L. Schofer

James A. Schuyler ’68, MS ’71, PhD ’73

Arnold M. Schwartz ’76

Stephen B. Schwartz ’57 and 

Nancy Astrof Schwartz

Stephen L. Schwartz ’74, MMgt ’76

Raleigh A. Shoemaker Jr. and

Katherine D. Shoemaker ’95

Michael H. Sitko, MS ’89

Alice Zajakala Sloma

Thomas M. Sprague and 

Laurie J. Anderson ’80

David J. Spreutels ’71 and 

Judith A. Spreutels ’72

An asterisk (*) indicates members 

who have died.
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$500 or more

Michael T. Abbene Jr. ’70

and Trish Maloney

Abbene ’71

Cole M. Alexis ’84

Nicholas N. Bailey ’97

Robert A. Bailey ’69,

MS ’71, PhD ’74,

and Emily Bailey

Keith G. Barrett ’56, MS ’57

Darcy Lee Barz ’93,

MMgt ’00

Charles Bischof and

Mary Jean Bischof

Jeffrey K. Braun ’65 and

Ellen Piller Braun ’65

Norman Lee Bridge,

MEM ’89

Vincent A. Bridgeforth ’75

Timothy M. Brown ’88,

MMgt ’94, and Erika

McCord Brown ’88

Ann Lisa Burgarella, MS ’84

Robert C. Cagle and

Karen L. Cagle ’79

John A. Campbell,

GMEF ’79, and

Katherine F. Campbell

’62, MA/MS ’68

Michael P. Canning and

Judith J. Canning

John Care

Huachen Chen, MS ’81

Edison C. Chu ’94

Greg R. Cizek ’86 and

Kathleen A. Cizek ’86

C. Clair Claiborne,

PhD ’84, and 

Patricia A. Claiborne

Ann Dau Conway ’82

James Ellis Crenshaw,

PhD ’98

Eugene M. Cummings ’63

James A. Cunningham

’61, MS ’63, and

Beverly Cunningham

James W. Deck and 

Jill J. Deck

Eric J. Dippel ’89

Izak Duenyas, MS ’88,

PhD ’91

Lawrence B. Dumas and

Janet Sally Dumas

David C. Dunand

William E. Dunn ’61

Charles B. Dunne III ’69

Matthew Harrison Eagar,

MIT ’06

Gordon C. Ebling ’54

Allan B. Edwards ’56,

MS ’57, and Nancy

Huebner Edwards ’54

Gillian Einstein

Raymond H. Ellis,

MS ’66, PhD ’68

Larry G. Evans, MS ’71

Richard B. Falk ’51

Christian M. Fernholz ’93

Eric Flamm and Jill

Martz Flamm ’79

John E. Flinn, MS ’67

William D. Ford, MS ’68,

PhD ’71

Richard L. Francis, PhD ’67

Edward C. Frelka ’73

M. Fred V. Glock Jr. ’67

and Holly Kuruce

Glock ’70

Matthew R. Glucksberg

and Harriet K. Stratis

Marc Gosse, MS ’88

Jeffrey T. Gotro, PhD ’83,

and Elaine M.

Grossman-Gotro ’79

Barbara T. Grabowski,

MS ’79, PhD ’85

Eva B. Hamilton

Andrew J. Handwerker ’86

Carolyn Larson Harman ’48

Gilbert A. Harter ’52,

MS ’54, and Miriam

Knox Harter

Clyde E. Henderson ’73

Richard N. Herman ’55,

MS ’59

Doris A. Hightower ’79

Michael R. Hilton ’82,

MS ’84

Jeffrey N. Hoffner, MS ’73

Lewis Hofstein and

Victoria Chester

Hofstein ’79

James E. Hovis ’67,

MS ’69, and

Catherine Hovis

Robert A. Iehl ’47

Hakan Ipekci ’99

Saba T. Jaffery ’02

Willis L. James III ’85

Jessica L. Jenkins ’99

Mark R. Jicka ’82,

MMgt ’92

Janet E. Klein ’81

Terry S. Koch ’97

Victor J. Kremesec Jr.,

MS ’72, PhD ’75

George F. Kroker ’71

Robert J. Kudder, MS ’72,

PhD ’78

Robert T. Langan ’71,

MA/MS ’74, MS ’80,

and Susan L.

Griesbach ’80, MS ’84

George Z. Lannert ’71,

MMgt ’73, and

Martha N. Lannert

David B. Larimore ’68

Marc K. Linhardt ’93 and

Maureen E. Linhardt ’93

Nathan H. Little ’73 and

Karen M. Little

Brooke Aldendifer 

MacLean ’93

Michael C. Madsen ’68

Cesare R. Mainardi ’84,

MME ’85, MMgt ’86,

and Elizabeth Jane

Shillington,

MMgt ’87

John A. McComb,

PhD ’70, and 

Mary Anne 

McComb ’68

Malcolm H. McLain ’63

Brian John Meeks,

MIT ’06, and 

Barbara A. Meeks

Gaylord M. Messick ’61

Lyle F. Mockros ’56,

MS ’57, and 

Glenda H. Mockros

Thomas G. Mueller ’71,

MS ’73

G. Thomas Munsterman

’62 and Janice T.

Thompson

Estate of Endrik Noges

’54, MS ’56, PhD ’59*

Evelyn C. Noges

Robert E. Noyes ’45

Regina M. O'Connor ’79,

MMgt ’84

Christopher Oermann ’85

Fred J. Osborne ’83

David J. Owen ’45

Robert M. Packer ’81

Christos G.

Papadopoulos,

MS ’72, PhD ’77

Daniel Phillips ’76

Lawrence H. Pinto,

MS ’67, PhD ’70,

and Maria K. Udo

Richard H. Pratt, MS ’65

Robert L. Prince, MS ’79

Arvind Rajan, MS ’82,

PhD ’87, and

Anuradha

Krishnaswamy

Robert D. Reilly ’47 and

Martha B. Reilly ’46

Robert N. Rice ’63, MS ’65

Jerry L. Robertson,

PhD ’62, and 

Almeta Robertson

Warren M. Rohsenow ’41

Melvyn L. Rumerman,

MS ’65, PhD ’68, and

Millie Rumerman

Farouk Salahi and 

Maral Salahi

Gilbert T. Satterly Jr.,

MS ’65

William E. Saul, PhD ’64

W. Richard Schmeal,

MS ’62, and Jacqueline

Andre Schmeal, MSJ ’62

Karl Dabney Schnelle,

PhD ’92, and

Marjorie F. Schnelle,

MMgt ’91

Ronald G. Schultz, MS ’54

Daniel R. Scott ’89

Robert W. Semmler ’50

Richard K. Silver ’79,

MD ’81, GMER ’87,

and Sara A. Silver ’80

James C. Skelton ’64

John T. Slankas, MS ’70

Gregory M. Stanley,

MS ’74, PhD ’77, and

Linda Wang Stanley,

MMgt ’76

Theresa M. Sterbis ’84

David H. Stieber ’49

Rudolph G. Sundberg ’60

and Theresa Sundberg

Sreenivasa M. Tadavarthy ’93

Steven A. Threefoot ’79

and Kathrine A.

Threefoot ’79

Audrey J. Timkovich ’85

Satya P. Tiwari ’00

Young-Tong Tsai, PhD ’83

Hsien-Hsin Tung,

MS ’81, PhD ’85

Quynhchi N. Van Lang ’79

Basil A. Vassiliou, MS ’61

Samuel Chih-Hung Wang,

MS ’75, PhD ’79, and

Sujane Chang Wang,

MS ’78, PhD ’81

Richard C. Warder Jr.,

MS ’59, PhD ’63

Raymond Noble

Wareham ’70

Jeffrey S.Waterman ’95,

MSED ’06, and Paula

Chambers Waterman ’97

Timothy M. Werner ’91

and Petra C.

VonKulajta ’91

Gregory A. Wojcicki,

MIT ’05

Dean A. Worrell ’77

Marla L. Wright ’93

Barry L. Yang, PhD ’84,

and Jean C. Yang

Kenneth J. Zdunek ’74,

MS ’75

James L. Zydiak,

PhD ’89, and 

Katrina L. Helmkamp

’87, MMgt ’92

$250–499

M. Salah Abdelhamid,

PhD ’75

J. D. Achenbach and

Marcia Fee

Achenbach, MA ’65

Todd S. Alwart ’95

Jeffrey A. Amelse,

MS ’77, PhD ’80

Hidetake Arai, MPM ’98

Richard O. Ayres ’79

Kevin J. Baker ’91

Jeffrey P. Staab ’83 and 

Sara Hippe Staab ’84

Michael J. Stark ’78

Todd Eugene Steyer, PhD ’93

Burton L. Streicher ’72

Shih-Wei Sun, PhD ’86, and 

Allison H. Sun

Ronald J. Tabar ’73 and Margaret Tabar

Antti P. Talvitie, MS ’68, PhD ’71

Gary F. Teletzke ’78

John M. Torkelson

William C. Trotter ’58

Paul D. Ulland ’66 and Judy Ulland

Akio Urakami, MS ’67, PhD ’70

Edward F. Voboril ’65 and 

Melanie F. Voboril ’64

Harvey E. Wahls ’54, MS ’55, PhD ’61

Ronald E. Wajer ’66

Robert W. Waldele ’72

Samuel A. Walker III MS ’71, and

Joanne Walker

Stephen M. Ward Jr. and Lori B. Ward

Jeffrey D. Warren ’97

Howard J. Weiss, MS ’73, PhD ’75,

and Lucia Beck Weiss

Bruce W. Wessels

James T. West ’48

Richard V. Westerman ’63 and 

Carla Westerman

Arthur R. Whale ’45 and 

Roberta D. Whale

Kirk Richard Wheeler ’75

James N. White ’85 and Patricia White

G. Paul Willhite, PhD ’62

Charles S. Williams, MS ’80

Roger G. Williams and 

Molly W. Williams ’63

Donald R. Wilson ’46

Adam E. Winter ’97 and 

Jessica O. Winter ’97

Ying-Hon Wong ’79

William A. Woodburn, MS ’75

Ava Harth Youngblood ’79

Donors to the McCormick School
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Lawrence A. Ball ’82,

MMgt ’86, and

Elizabeth Riley Ball ’84

Porfirio Ballesteros,

MS ’56, PhD ’58

Sujata Bansal

Kay Howard Barney ’47,

MS ’49

Vidya Battu ’01

Mary-Sonja Aasen

Beasley ’87

James W. Belardi ’57

Peter A. Belytschko ’98,

MBA ’05

Delfo Bianchini ’79

Edward G. Biskis, PhD ’63

Karl Edward Blalock,

MEM ’84

Richard Blatchford ’72

Donald R. Bouchard ’67

John L. Bowen ’66 and

Derwent C. Bowen

Wesley A. Brill ’59, MS ’62

Thomas E. Brinkman ’77

and Diane K.

Brinkman, MS ’81

Scott Brown

Jeff Buonomo

David R. Burkhart ’93 and

June Eguro ’91, MD ’95

Taras A. Bursztynsky ’67,

MS ’69

Richard F. Cantwell Jr. ’76

Steven I. Carlson ’86

Fairbank Carpenter ’55 and

Lynn P. Carpenter ’62

Robert K. Chen ’55

Shu-Chen Y. Chen, PhD ’01

Herng-Der Chiou, PhD ’79

Karen C. Chou, MS ’80,

PhD ’83

Tsu Wei Chou, MS ’66

Robert W. Cochran ’78,

MS ’79

Sanford Cohen ’58

Richard J. Coser, MS ’79

Harold M. Cota, MS ’61,

and Judy Cota

Bruce W. Crawford ’59

Radharani D. Dasi ’93

Linden A. Davis Jr. ’69

Stephen A. De Bacco ’82

Guy H. Deboo ’76 

and Susan Mary

Franzetti ’76

Eric V. Denardo, PhD ’65

Walter R. Derlacki ’45

and Joyce Bratton

Derlacki ’47

Paul Michael Didier ’88

George V. Dodd ’43

Douglas J. Dorsey ’82,

MMgt ’84

Tanya M. Dragan,

MEM ’00, MBA ’00

Joshua S. Dranoff

Dana M. Becker Dunn,

MS ’76

William E. Dunn ’72 and

Sandra D. Dunn

Narasimhan V.

Eechambadi, MS ’79

Robert M. Eiseman ’83

Jennifer Erpenbeck ’93,

MEM ’97

Robert B. Fairley ’69 and

Paula Fairley ’68

Herbert S. Falk III ’78,

MS ’80

Suzanne S. Fenton ’79

Dennis P. Flanagan,

MS ’80, PhD ’81, and

Theresa C. Flanagan

Todd N. Flolo ’86

John M. Foglesong ’02

Brent S. Forbes ’94

Charles H. Fox ’50 and

Marion S. Fox

Marc P. Freedgood ’82

Reginald Fung and 

Paula Fung

Deborah Rigling

Gallagher ’80

James L. Gallagher and

Vera Gallagher

Philip T. Gibson, MS ’64

Matthew B. Goren ’87,

MD ’89, and Mary D.

Mosley-Goren ’86

Kelvin Gray, MIT ’04

John Andrew Gregor II,

MS ’81

Jerome E. Greuel ’53

James L. Griffith ’54 and

Dona Auler Griffith ’54

Steven Abraham Gross

’76 and Julia L.

Winston

Guangyu Gu, MS ’99

Russell H. Hackett and

Marilyn R. Hackett

John Franklin Hagey,

MEM ’94, MBA ’94

Shaneen A. Harris ’94

Alexandros Hasson and

Anne C. Clark, MS ’85

John Herschel Haunty ’91

C. Craig Hedberg, MS ’70

Frederick G. Heineken ’62

Alfred A. Hendrickson,

PhD ’60

Howard N. Henry ’71,

MMgt ’78

Ann Kahlow Hobbs,

MS ’86, PhD ’89

Jonathan W. Hodges ’05

Joseph J. Hosanna Jr. ’73

Koji Hosomi, MS ’64

Philip D. Houck, MS ’00,

MS ’73, MD ’79, and

Jean Houck

Norman E. Houtz, MS ’58

Beverly S. Hubelbank

Daniel L. Isaman ’81 and

Ann J. Atkinson ’81

Joshua J. Jacobs ’77

Michael R. James,

PhD ’77

Robert B. James Jr. ’69,

MS ’79, and Ann

Hope James, MA ’69

Gunnar W. Johnson ’87

Richard C. Johnson,

MS ’60, and Mona

Davisson Johnson ’60

Thomas C. Judd ’87

Lillian S. Kaplan

Michael E. Karabin Jr.

and Lynette M.

Karabin, PhD ’85

Walter R. Keevil ’68

Daniel M. Kemper ’88

and Laura H.

Kemper ’86

Satya P. Keshava, MS ’67

Bradley C. Kiefaber ’94

and Laura Plaza

Kiefaber ’96

Dae Kyoon Kim, MS ’67,

PhD ’71

Yong-Ho Kim, PhD ’79,

and Yung-Hi Kim

Byron W. Kinney ’49 and

Frances Eshbach

Kinney ’48, MS ’49

William L. Knight ’62,

MS ’68

Peter A. Komlos ’68 and

Lavonne Komlos

Osamu Kontani, PhD ’94

Joel Kozberg and 

Joan B. Velazquez

Stephen John Kras,

MME ’96

Raymond Krauchunas

’71, MMgt ’79

Aaron D. Krawitz ’66,

PhD ’72

Matthew Steven 

Kreiner ’02

Tomasz Kubasik, MS ’90

James A. Kukla, MS ’73

Albert J. Kurtzon ’38 and

Erna Gaede Kurtzon ’38

Robert L. Laurence, MS ’66

M. S. Lee, MS ’70,

PhD ’72, and 

Chiou-Yiong Lee

Michael T. Lee ’84 and

Denise Skelton Lee

’84, MS ’86

Terry L. Leitch, MS ’04,

and Natalie M. Leitch

Gregory P. Lemense ’85

Xintian Li, MIT ’05

Shih-Chuan Lin, MS ’73

Terence Tay-Jian Liu,

PhD ’89

Edmund T. Lo ’00

Linda M. Madore ’84

Christopher C. Mahr ’92

Alston P. Manning ’50

Michael E. Margolis ’87,

’88, MD ’90

James P. Markan and

Kathleen K. Markan

Grayson W. Marshall Jr.,

PhD ’72, DDS ’86,

and Sally J. Marshall

’70, PhD ’75

Arlene R. Martin ’95

Thomas O. Mason

Ralph C. McElvain ’58,

MMgt ’73, and Peggy

P. McElvain ’57

Erica L. McNerney ’90

Kenneth J. Mesec ’62,

MBA ’67, and Patricia

Felker Mesec ’64

Tsuyoshi Mifune, PhD ’69

Arthur L. Miller ’92

Gene D. Monterastelli II

’68

Alisa Nelson Morse ’84

John Patrick Murphy,

MS ’87

Erica Perry Murray,

PhD ’99

Philip David Murray ’78,

MS ’78

Matthew M. Nakanishi

’93 and Akemi

Matsukubo 

Nakanishi ’93

George L. Nemhauser,

MS ’59, PhD ’61, and

Ellen Nemhauser ’61

Richard F. Nielsen ’64,

MBA ’70

Stephen L. Nielsen ’67

Janie Jefferson Nneji ’80

Carl R. Norlander ’49

Scott G. Norquist ’95 and

Penny L. Norquist ’96

David E. Novitski ’69,

JD ’72

Peter J. Nowobilski ’81

Daniel H. O'Brien,

MS ’72

Burks Oakley II ’71

Giray Ocalgiray ’00

Kanji Ono, PhD ’64

Luis Benito Otero ’76

“In today’s work environment

everything is a team project.”

Lee Dayton ’87, MMgt ’96, 
investment associate, UBS

“Four things come to mind. First, McCormick showed me that

you can solve a large, complex problem by breaking it down 

into a bunch of small, manageable problems. That has applied

all throughout my career. I analyze companies. If someone

said, ‘Analyze General Electric,’ I would first break down the 

company into its major and minor businesses. That’s how 

you get things solved.

“Second, McCormick taught us to embrace computers.

That was in the early ’80s, and personal computers weren’t 

an integral part of daily life. Today my life revolves around the

computer. I couldn’t function without it.

“Third, an engineering degree from McCormick guaran-

teed a grasp of complex mathematical concepts. This skill

has proven invaluable in complex financial analyses and

investment recommendations.

“Lastly, McCormick encouraged teamwork. Kellogg took 

it to the next level. In today’s work environment everything is a

team project that requires the ability to work and communicate

with others. In my office there are eight of us within about 

20 feet of each other, with no walls. To be successful, we all

work together.”

H O W H A S A M C C O R M I C K E D U C A T I O N
P R E P A R E D  Y O U  F O R  Y O U R  C A R E E R ?

An asterisk (*) indicates

donors who have died.
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George E. Tillquist ’52

Howard Tischler and

Lorraine J. Tischler

Herbert L. Toor, MS ’50,

PhD ’52, and

Elizabeth Weir Toor,

PhD ’51

John W. Van Ness ’59

H. Bruce Vannice ’82

Dick Verduin ’70

Robert W. Vermane ’82

and Linda M.

Donohue ’83

K. Fritz Wagner ’63

Bruce Nolan Wahl,

MA ’90, and 

Kathryn Anderson

Wahl, PhD ’92

Mark W. Wales, MS ’81,

PhD ’88

Sherwin Jay Wang,

MS ’80, PhD ’84

Nina Joag Waranica ’85

Harold E. Watson ’67

Robert Martin 

Wedam ’77

Darryl S. Weiman ’74

Jacob Morey Weinig ’05

Anthony E. Wilkins ’79

and Dorothy Marie

Tucker ’77

Christopher W. Wisler,

MS ’76

Joseph Charls Wottreng,

MS ’75, and Irene K.

Wottreng

Jonathan Y. Yahav ’82,

DDS ’88

Byongtek Brian Yu,

PhD ’93

Hubart B. Zaremba ’49

Stephen M. Zavoluk,

MS ’70, and 

Nancy Ehrenberg

Zavoluk ’68

Joseph S. Zelasko,

MS ’63, PhD ’66

Julius W. Zuehlke ’80,

MMgt ’84

James G. Zwissler ’70,

PhD ’76

$100–249

Terence M. Abad

Beata J. Abbs

Dennis M. Adkesson and

D. Ann Adkesson

Gregory M. Agami

Mark A. Ahasic

Dongchan Ahn and

Debra J. Ahn

Luis Xavier Aleman

Paul E. Allaire

John E. Allers

Lawrence S. Alongi

Paul George Andersen

Ellen Dretzka Anderson

Grant C. Anderson

Janice K. Anderson

Paul David Anderson

Bernhard H. Andresen

and Jean Andresen

Nasreen N. Ansari

Ronnald Francis

Antequino

Michael S. Anthony

C. Richard Antonson

Steven Arenson

Robert L. Armacost Jr.

Brian J. Armknecht

James A. Armstrong

Alison Baer Arter

Juan D. Asahara

Robert L. Bacallao and

Carol A. Bacallao

Gerald L. Bader III

David Baer and 

Sharyn L. Baer

Joshua B. Baillon

Denyse Dohler Baker

William Paul Baker

Thomas S. Ball and 

Ann Ball

Benjamin J. Ballard

Edwin D. Ballard Jr. and

Pamela Ballard

Aaron E. Ballew

Bruce E. Banghart

Pronob Bardhan

Eugene M. Barker

Howard S. Barnett and

Susan Blum Barnett

John P. Barrett

Ahsan Basha

Donald M. Baskin

Johan E. Bayer

David Craig Bear

Michelle Thomas

Beckemeier

Eugene J. Beckman

Joseph H. Bell

Nolan Bello

Todd Michael Benigni

Thomas Ray Benjey

David Adkins Bergman

Defne Berkin

Paul C. Bettinger

Surekha R. Bhat

Robert W. Bickes Jr.

David F. Bidinger

F. Joseph Bindeman III

William P. Birkemeier

and Helen T.

Birkemeier

Benjamin F. Blair Jr.

Theodore E. Blaszak

Robert N. Blumenthal

Robert E. Bodenheimer

Justin Boesel

Michael David Bonin

Laurent Paul Borne

John T. Borucki

Benjamin T. Bove

Edward G. Bowen

Rebecca Bowerman

Michael L. Bradford

Rachel Ann Brecher

Helene M. Brennan

James P. Brennan and

Emily Brennan

Stephen O. Brennom

Kenneth F. Brettmann

and Carolyn G.

Brettmann

Frank J. Breznai

Richard C. Bridgeman

Peter C. Brink

Lisa M. Brock

Danai E. Brooks

Edward S. Brosius

Ilene S. Brostrom

David H. Browdy and

Lisa Miller Browdy

Jerad D. Browdy and

Barbara Kandelman

Browdy

Mary Irene Buckett

Henriette Derozario

Burns

Jeremy Douglas Busse

James R. Butz

Harold M. Butzloff

David W. Cameron

Allison Care

Rachel L. Carlson

Michael J. Carroll and

Kathryn H. Carroll

Robert K. Catterson and

Patricia J. Catterson

Michael A. Cavalenes

Christopher M. Cavan

William J. Chambers Jr.

Jung-Jae Chao

Debmalya Chatterjee

Gaurav Chaturvedi and

Bijal Chaturvedi

Sidney Y. Chen and

Sandra Lee Chen

Szu-Ju Chen

Yeong-Lin Chen

Herbert H. Chi

Ken Chigani

John J. Chlapik

Kenneth Chlapik

In-Jin Choi

Alvin F. Chow

Dennis L. Christiansen

and Gayla E.

Christiansen

Barry R. Christopher

Mark C. Chu

William Chuang

Kyong Chul Chun and

Shinae Jun Chun

Jonathan K. Church

Richard E. Cichanski

Christopher S. Clancy

Russell J. Clayton

Sharon Eisel Clemons

Howard A. Clunn

Daniel S. Cobb and

Carole C. Cobb

Bob A. Cockrell

Michael Cohen

Michael S. Cohen

Morris A. Cohen

Roger E. Cole and

Patricia A. Cole

George H. Coleman

Brion S. Collins and

Jennifer M. Collins

Gregory S. Collins

Timothy M. Collins and

Mary Beth Collins

David Colson

Maria A. F. Comninou

Zayna Marie Connor

Shari Conrad

Calvin D. Conrod

Thomas M. Considine

and Helen C.

Considine

Stephen M. Converse

Patricia J. Conway

James L. Coolidge

Sean Lawrence Corcoran

Derek H. Cornforth

Benjamin R. Corotis

Stephen Lee Cortner

John K. Cottingham

Jennifer M. Cowman

Janel Guehler Cox

Robin Sue Coyne

James Crane and

Kathleen J. Crane

Richard L. Crawley

Gary Mark Crosbie and

Patricia A. Crosbie

Patricia Lea Crumley

Joseph B. Culkin and

Laura H. Culkin

W. Rockwell Daehler Jr.

Ralph C. Daehn

Bret T. Dahlquist

Peter Dallos and Joan

Dallos

Kurt P. Dammermann

Richard J. Danielak

Loren A. Darling

Raymon E. Darling

John Dash

Daniel A. Davis

John L. De Angelis

Robert J. De Angelis

Elmer C. De La Cruz

Frank W. Delia

Steven J. Demilliano

Scott M. Demuth

Roger D. Dennett and

Joann Temple

Dennett

Tim A. Derouin

Mapin N. Desai

Aneesh Desikan

Dylan Neal Dias

Andrew Charles Dickson

Andrew J. Diez

John B. Dinklage

David A. Dixon

Roderick P. Donaldson

Tim K. Doolin and

Alison W. Doolin

Robert C. Dorr

Alfred G. Down

Paul D. Doyle

William E. Drummond

Paul Drwiega and Cheryl

Drwiega

Paul F. DuMont and

Rosemary R. DuMont

Mark R. Dunn and

Elizabeth Seager

James E. Dunning

Daniel Dworkin

John D. Easley

Susan Raterman Easley

Ron J. Eckhardt

Roger W. Ehrich

William F. Eipert

John R. Ellis

Phillip G. Ellison

Donald E. Elson

Mehdi T. Emrani and

Rosamond Elizabeth

Carr

Michael E. Endres

Cole Ryan England

Richard L. Engwall

Mark C. Ertel and Caren

Couch Ertel

Carla Cecilia Esteva

Samuel Ethiopia

Edward A. Euler

Donovan L. Evans and

Roberta W. Evans

G. Brad Ewing

Rodger M. Ewing

Joseph P. Fagan

John E. Falck

William S. Farley

Scott W. Pector ’78,

MS ’80, and Elizabeth

Fichtner Pector ’79

Phillip A. Pfeiffer, PhD ’87

Harold S. Primack, MS ’74

Wilfried A. Puscher ’74

and Barbara Puscher

Dilip Rajagopalan,

MS ’87, and Lini S.

Rajagapalan, MSJ ’86

Gary R. Reynolds ’65

George M. Reynolds ’57

and Jean Tennes

Reynolds ’56

Mark Alan Ross ’75

Lawrence A. Rusinko ’84,

MMgt ’89, and Robin

K. Rusinko

Roger A. Rydin ’57

Guarrin T. Sakagawa ’88

Gregory J. Santoro,

MEM ’92, MBA ’92,

and Mary Elizabeth P.

Santoro, MSED ’92

Adam W. Saxler ’94,

MS ’95, PhD ’98

Robert A. Schein and

Isabel M. Schein

Lizabeth A. Schneider ’88

Mary L. Schwer ’84

William Scully Sr. ’47

Paul T. Shannon ’55 and

Patricia B. Shannon

Robert M. Shapley

Hiroshi Shimotake,

MS ’57, PhD ’60

Gregory H. Simon ’82

Verneta Simon, MS ’93

Glenn R. Snyder ’60

Elizabeth W. Solomon

’95, MMgt ’99

Alex Sorton, MS ’79

Mariel Spalter ’89

Mark Stavropoulos ’79

and Laurie R.

Hernandez ’79,

MMgt ’84

Mikenzie R. Steffens ’99,

MBA ’06

Grace S. Sterling

Laurence O. Stine,

MS ’48

Randall L. Stine,

MEM ’99

Theodore A. Struve ’57,

MS ’64, PhD ’65,

and Gail Reinholtzen

Struve ’57

Paul K. Sudo ’96

Ronald E. Taam and 

Rosa W. Yang

Gregory T. Tademoto ’00

Stephen L. Taylor,

MS ’69, PhD ’74

Troy D. Tepp ’90

Dominick A. Testa ’80

Russell V. Theiss ’59,

MS ’60
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Vincent Fayne

Alfred Feingold

James H. Feit

Walter T. Feldt

Peter C. Feng

Rhonda Smith Ferguson

Christine Fernlund

Anthony S. Ferraro

Jerry W. Ferry

Kimberly A. Fey

Kristen Erin Fildey

Susannah T. Finch Cretal

David M. Findling

Dale E. Finke

Maximillian D. Fiore

Mark J. Fobel

Jeremy Clinton Follette

J. Charles Forman and

Ursula W. Forman

Ryan J. Forrest

James J. Foster

Linda T. Francis

William W. Frankfurt III

Alan Freeman and

Gwenda Johnston

Todd M. Freestone

William A. Freivald

Michael M. Frerker and

Allison Park

John H. Fricks

Richard N. Frisbie and

Margaret M. Frisbie

Matthew D. Fuller and

Candace Fryburger

Richard A. Gaggioli

Geoffrey T. Gajda

Anupom Ganguli and

Sujata Ganguli

Bryan C. Gannis

David M. Garden

Chester S. Gardner

John S. Gardner

Richard W. Garrett

Vernon George

Peter W. Gerdine

Steven M. Gerstein

Joseph K. Gerwin and

Carolyn Klemme

Gerwin

Robert C. Gesteland and

Carolyn B. Gesteland

Patrick Gibson

David S. Gilleland

Scott S. Glait and 

Diane M. Glait

Terry Glenn

John B. Goddard

Pradeep Kumar Gode

Daniel Herbert Goetsch

Steven J. Goetsch and

Mona Goetsch

Todd Louis Goldberg

and Susan Sloan

Goldberg

Charles A. Gooding

Michael J. Gordon and

Amy E. Gordon

Keith E. Gorlen

Rahul Goyal and Jenny

Wang Goyal

Mark R. Graban

Eugene L. Grabinski Jr.

and Susan M.

Grabinski

Paul C. Grabow and

Suzan K. Grabow

John S. Grabowski

David Lawrence Graham

and Pamela M.

Graham

Jennifer Ann Grahn

Alvaro Granada Sanz

Roland Gray Jr. and

Elizabeth A. Gray

Arthur B. Green

John G. Green

Martin A. Green

Alan K. Greene

Karen Kay Greig

Stephen Matthew Griffies

Adaire Atkinson Griffin

Charles C. Griffin

Russell W. Griffith and

Kathy E. S. Griffith

David Steven Gromala

Brock B. Groth

Adam Grove

Terry Grove and Laurette

Grove

H. Brandon Guest

Charles R. Guinn

Francis B. Gularte and

Mrs. Francis B.

Gularte

Quanxin Guo

Amit Gupta

Frank C. Haeger and

Jane W. Haeger

Doreen C. Hagerty

David Joshua Hall

Thomas William

Halloran

Mark J. Hammer

Daniel Wayne

Hammerschmitt

Craig W. Hammill and

Gloria W. Hammill

Roger C. Handeland Jr.

Richard M. Hansen and

Kandra Hansen

Douglas A. Hardy

Joseph Elliott Harmon

Michael P. Harmon and

Marianne E. Harmon

Robert H. Harner and

Mary Forsland

Harner

Jeffrey M. Harper

Chester A. Harris Jr.

Wendell Wade Harris

Joseph E. Hartka

Harold F. Hartman Jr.

Donald E. Hartung

Nausherwan Hasan

Eric C. Hazeldine

James P. Heaney

Pantaleon Henriquez III

and Virginia B.

Henriquez

Robert W. Hermanson

Omar G. Hernandez

Walter H. Hickel

Michael Higgins

Algie Richard Hill Jr.

William J. Hillegas

David M. Hipfel

Glenn Hollister

Fei Hong

William Leonard Honig

Jerry R. Horak

Rayford P. Hosker Jr.

Beth A. Houck

Jack R. Houlette

Thomas H. Howard

Lilli S. Howse

Robert L. Hsieh

Kuang-Tsan Hsu

Kuo Chien Hsu

Eric Huang

Gwo-Long Jules Huang

John R. Hubbell

John L. Hudson and

Janette C. Hudson

Duane F. Huetter

Philip P. Humphrey and

Sara N. Humphrey

Frank A. Hunleth and

Christina A. Hunleth

John K. Hunting

Cheryl A. Hurley

John R. Hurlock

Royden George

Hutchison and Linda

Sigillito Hutchison

Richard A. Ilari

Henry J. Ingram Jr.

Ryo Inoue

Karl M. Irwin and 

Sania C. Irwin

Emad Isaac

Janet L. Isaacson

Gerald W. Iseler

Hitoshi Ishii

Nenad Ivich

Yoshito Izumi

Patricia A. Jacobs

Ardeshir Jahanshahi

Chad William Jansen

Joseph A. Jarosz

Daniel R. Jarzemsky

Hugh P. Jedwill

Robert E. Jelinek Jr.

Vicki E. Jenkins

Patrick Scott Jensen

Jau Scott Jin

Carl R. Johnson and

Joanne Barker

Johnson

Dale R. Johnson

Delmar R. Johnson

James L. Johnson and

Ann P. Johnson

Kenneth R. Johnson and

Martha Yokel Johnson

Lloyd Johnson and 

Kim M. Johnson

Brigg A. Johnston

R. Mahlon Jones

Stephen S. Jones

Richard E. Judd

Leslie A. Kalisewicz

“I’m very clearheaded… 

I look at what the 

problem is”

Kelly McCollum ’95, 
head coach, Northwestern 
field hockey team

“You learn a lot about perseverance and rising to the 

challenges in such a rigorous program. I studied chemical

engineering, and it took a lot of time and effort to succeed. 

It definitely prepared me for what I do now because the 

results you see as a Division I coach are in direct proportion 

to the amount of time you put in.

“It also helped with developing analytical thinking and

using logic. I’m very clearheaded when I’m managing a 

group and problem solving. I look at what the problem is and

what factors need to be changed in order to have a solution,

instead of going on a hunch. It’s what I did in engineering, and

it carries over now, whether I’m on the field or managing a

team dynamic off the field. If you go through a logical process

that makes sense to people, it helps them see why you are

doing what you’re doing.

“At McCormick we had a lot of group projects where I

worked with students from various backgrounds. That’s just

what you do with an athletic team. I bring players in from all

over the country, and they’re from different backgrounds and

have different upbringings, and we have to work together to

find success. It was the same thing at McCormick, where the

ultimate goal was success. At the same time as you’re working

with people and managing the group dynamics, you try to 

find how all the pieces fit together. That’s definitely something

I draw on in what I do every day.”

H O W H A S A M C C O R M I C K E D U C A T I O N
P R E P A R E D  Y O U  F O R  Y O U R  C A R E E R ?
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Sara E. Lackman

Olatunde Akinola Ladipo

Warren V. Lapham

Gregory D. Lapin and 

Jill G. Lapin

Robert J. Larson

Kirsten Laurin-Kovitz

Albert W. Lee

Ellen C. Lee

Jeffrey N. Lee

Robert J. Lee

Simon Shyh-Kaai Lee

Ronald J. Leonard and

Leona R. Leonard

Richard L. Lewandowski

Ching-Chung Li and

Hanna Wu Li

John C. Li

Hung-Jiun Liao

Beny Limadinata

Kenneth K. Lin

Lowell J. Lindstrom and

Jennifer Lindstrom

Gloria Ling

James W. Lingle

Robert A. Linsenmeier

and Joan A.

Linsenmeier

Jason C. Lintker

Matthew Lippert

Andrew S. Liscow

Chang-Chi Liu

Shawn K. Livingston

Maria A. Longi

Lester A. Longley and

Jean V. Longley

James Lee Lovsin

Steven Lowenthal

Pao-Sun Lu

Vincent K. Luk and 

Joyce O. Luk

Bernard E. Lyons and

Nancy C. Lyons

Carol C. Lytle

Thomas Jolly

Manayathara

James G. Manegold

Thomas R. Mantz

Harris L. Marcus and

Leona G. Marcus

Todd Snider Marcus

James G. Marks

Richard J. Marks

Charles E. Marshall and

Jennifer R. Bonzagni

Joanna D. Martin

Edward Anthony Mas II

Martin J. Maskarinec and

Kathleen Ann

Neumann

Michael D. Maskus

Laura J. Matter

David L. Mausner

Scott D. Maxwell

Jeffrey Scott May

Robert R. May

Thomas G. May

Kenneth A. Mazich

Thomas J. McBlain

Patrick J. McCarthy and

Kathy M. McCarthy

Lori McClellan

Kenneth F. McCoy

Michael P. McCoy

Jim McDonald

Kristin Asleson

McDonnell

William McGaw

James P. McGee

Thomas E. McGee

John R. McKarns

Edward P. McMahon Jr.

Martin F. McNarney and

Jennifer Claire

McNarney

Jack M. McNicol

Karen Elizabeth

McShane

Frederick McWilliams

Harry A. Meier

Kysa Meigs

Daniel A. Mendelsohn

Shiv Mendiratta and

Veena B. Mendiratta

Marshall L. Merrill

Ralph H. Mertz Jr.

Kathryn Elizabeth

Messner

Steve R. Michaels

Darrell P. Mieseler

Lawrence V. Migliazzo

and Patricia A.

Migliazzo

Richard Millar and

Elaine Millar

Holmes E. Miller

Scott P. Miller

Warren F. Miller Jr.

Thomas G. Mirrione

Gokula Nanda Mishra

James M. Mitchelhill

Madoka Mitsuoka

Carol J. Mizuno

James Mobed

Ronald L. Moeller

James R. Mogle

Laura J. Mohr

Sean A. Mollohan

Jonathan S. Montgomery

Michael I. Morris

Barratt Moy

Michael J. Muilenburg

Robert E. Mullen and

Alice R. Mullen

John D. Munger

Joseph F. Murphy

Gina W. Myerson

Joel B. Myklebust

Nicole B. Narcisco

Louis G. Neudorff II

Charles J. Neuhauser

Donald W. Neukranz

William Neumann

Randall C. Newman

Kim Nee Newton

Michael Niecestro and

Karen Niecestro

William Nieman

Frank M. Nigh and

Valerie Swett Nigh

William L. Nighan

Ellen Eshbach Nordby

Thomas A. Nowicki

William I. Nowicki and

Elizabeth R. Nowicki

Daniel R. Noyd

John Robert Nuckols

Declan O'Riordan Jr.

Dennis M.

O'Shaughnessy

Min-Seok Oak

John R. Obermeyer

Iyabo A. Oladehin

Leslie Mongin Olds

Wayne Raymond Olson

Craig M. Ono and 

Claire S. Ono

Lucien G. Osborne

Diane Yuen Overland

Henry S. Owen

Jeffrey S. Owen

E. James Owens

Rajeshkumar C. Oza

S. Francis Paik and 

Won Yi Paik

Henry H. Pak and 

Helen E. Pak

Paul Pak

David C. Palter

V. R. (Sivan)

Parameswaran 

and Thangam

Parameswaran

Christopher O. Park

Paula Wolfe Parker

Laurie Y. Parness

Paul V. Pastorek Jr.

Tej Pinakin Patel

Benjamin L. Paterson

Gaige R. Paulsen

Wayne M. Paulson and

Lynne Paulson

Vartan Paylan

Kevin A. Pendleton and

Michelle Riley

Pendleton

Andrew C. Peng

Anthony Pennington and

Heather Pennington

David S. Perelman

Jason Michael Perlewitz

William H. Perloff Jr.

and Barbara Bruske

Perloff

Joseph J. Perona

Eric J. Peter and 

Gina Peter

Louis J. Petrovic and

Judith A. Petrovic

Charles W. Pfingsten

Richard A. Phelan and

Edith Phelan

Kendra Frances Phillips

J. Bradley Phipps

Charles J. Pieper

Charles E. Pierce and

Sarah Lyn Gassman

Pierce

Vitorino A. Pinto

Alexander T. Plonsky

Joseph David Plunkett

Edward Poa

Charles A. Pokoski

Stanley J. Polcyn

Caroline Beth Pollak

Colin M. Pollard

Marie-Noelle A. Pons

Benjamin Taylor Porter

Catherine Posner

Robert O. Posniak

Mark S. Potter

Panos D. Prevedouros

Bradford R. L. Price

David R. Price

Maurice C. Prottengeier

J. Douglas Quick

James E. Quinn

Marshall Rafal

John Ragalis

Timothy A. Randall

Harish G. Rao

Alan F. Raphael

Mark Warren Rasmussen

Sridhar Reddy

Thomas L. Reitz

Joseph John Rencis

Michael S. Repko

Keith C. Rheinhardt

Adam E. Rhuberg

Curtis M. Richards

Roger A. Rieckman

Joseph Lawrence Riehle

Robert L. Robben

Marshall Alan Robers

Allen J. Robertson

Quentin K. Robinson

Amy F. Robison

John G. Robson

Charles L. Rogers

Raymond Rogers and

Lynne Neeley

John J. Rohr

Mikko Roland

James Paul Ronnander

Michael J. Rosen

Robert V. Rouse

Ronald M. Rubin

Paul Rula and 

Stephanie Rula

John E. Rumel

Garth Richard Rummery

Richard T. Russell

Amyn Saleh

Paul George Sanders 

and Jennifer Louise

Sanders

Kurt L. Sauer

Melvin A. Schechtman

and Ellen Rae Cohen

Schechtman

Mark H. Scheibe and

Margaret R. Scheibe

William Franc Schell

Elmer L. Scheuerman

Don B. Schiewetz

John H. Schmertmann

John K. Scholvin

William P. Schonberg

Steven M. Schorr

Linus Schrage

William E. Schultz

David L. Schwartzbard

and Michelle R.

Schwartzbard

Vance L. Scott

William S. Sedlacek

Joseph Elmer Seitz and

Holly K. Seitz

Anant Achyut Setlur

Maytal Ryan Shamir

Sherman M. Shand

James J. Sheehy

Dinesh K. Shetty

Yutaka Shimada

Kenichi Shimokogawa

Joseph E. Shipley

Gregory D. Showalter

Robert Silver

Charles E. Silverblatt

Jeff S. Sliwa and 

Lisa Sliwa

Edward D. Smith III

Parntipa Smith

Paul C. Smith

Jonathan W. Song

Rohit Sood

Sharon R. Stampfl

Lisa Statland

Eric J. Steffe

Michael V. Stein

Henry J. Kalmus Jr. and

Mary Robinson

Kalmus

Peggah Kamali

Anthony Robert Kane

Bruce Kaskubar

Leah J. Kavanagh

Cherise E. Kay

Richard C. Kazmar

Michael B. Keeley and

Martha Keeley

Michael D. Keer

Daniel L. Kegan

Kerry E. Kelley

William H. Keltner

Edward L. Kern

Frank B. Kern Jr.

Arthur J. Kerr Jr.

Robert D. Kersten

Robert J. Kilian and

Kathleen M. Slayton

Myung Jun Kim

Wayne K. Kittelson

Catherine M. Klapperich

David E. Kleiner

Peter C. Klingeman and

Nancy W. Klingeman

Edmund Klodzinski

Malgorzata M. Klosek

Cheryl Ann Knepfler

David C. Knodel

Takuji Kobayashi

Paul Nathan Koch and

Raye Koch

Michael G. Koehler and

Helen R. Minciotti

Koehler

Mary Videka Koester

Lowell E. Kohlrust

Jerome C. Kolarczyk

Stephen C. Kolesar

Steven J. Kolodrubetz

Mohan R. Komanduri

George J. Kotsiantos

Ellen M. Kotzbauer

Walter W. Kovalick Jr.

Joseph T. Krafick

Scott G. Kramer

Stanley C. Kranc

Andrea B. Krasnoff

Richard A. Kraujalis

Stephen J. Krause

Carl W. Kreiter and 

Ann Werner Kreiter

Jay G. Kremer

Pamela Lofink Kridgen

Herbert P. Krog

Gilbert K. Krulee and

Carolyn H. Krulee

Alexander C. Kuras and

Eileen M. Kuras

Kenneth R. Kusel
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Timothy J. Stelly

Julie M. Stewart

Leonard I. Stiel

Ranee A. Stile

Douglas N. Stotland

Marcel Strebel

Debra J. Streich

Mark Allen Strickel

Olgerts J. Svilans

Ross F. Sweeny Jr.

Irwin S. Sylvan

Mary L. Szymkowski

Pak-Chung Tam

Rodney D. Tansimore

David R. Tapley

Ronald R. Tarica

Russell P. Taub

W. Myles Taylor Sr.

and Janet Taylor

Juan M. Tellez

Cyril B. Tellis

Bimal V. Thakkar

Nelson B. Tharp

David J. Theobald

Ike Ulysses Therios

Scott W. Therrien

Sharon Lindner Thoms

Matthew P. Thorpe

David A. Tietje

John Chao-Kun Ting

Matthew V. Tirrell III

and Pamela Anne

Lavigne

Benedict Tiseo

Paul M. Todd

Jennifer Kimiko Toguri

James Edward Tollar

Andrew Wai Tong

Douglas L. Tong and

Alethea R. Tong

Eric Edward Torgersen

Stephen Joseph Toth

William J. Tronsen

Amos Tsai

Jared Tuberty

Alan Tung

Robert A. Turner

Tara Rae Turner

Jeffrey W. Tuttle

Bruce R. Ukockis

Dennis B. Ulrich

Stephen F. Utley Jr.

James M. Utterback and

Margaret Utterback

Jeffrey J. Vaitekunas

Lynn Valcarcel

David Robert Vasselin

Carla S. Vaughan

Vinod N. Velakaturi

James E. Velkavrh

Enrique R. Venta

Mukesh K. Vij

Richard A. Volz and

Mary J. Volz

Edward R. Vrablik and

Bernice G. Vrablik

Paul J. Wade

John R. Wagner

Sidney P. Wagner Jr. and

Susan F. Wagner

Ronald A. Wahl

Yuwen Wang and Xiaorui

Wang

Chris D. Wanha

Charles E. W. Ward and

Ann L. Ward

Gene Charles Warman

Theodore R. Watson

R. Ian Arthur Webb

David K. Weber

Robert Alan Weber and

Linda Brown Weber

Sheldon M. Wecker

Theodore R. Wedell

Andrew T. Wedepohl

Ted C. Wedepohl

Johannes Weertman and

Julia R. Weertman

Roland George Weiss

Stephen J. Wersan

Jack L. Wert

Donna H. West

John David Westwood

Randall J. Whalen

Tsung-Chuan Whang

and Lai Yu-Fen

Whang

Yong Whang

Dan W. Wheeler

John R. Wickstrom and

Anne C. McKinley

F. William Wiffen

Jeffrey D. Wilen

Roger J. Williams and

Tara F. Williams

Richard M. Wilson

Frank T. Wimmer

Gregory Allen Winchell

D. J. Wissuchek

Jeffrey G. Witwer

Richard B. Wodnik

Larry M. Wolfrum

Donald K.O. Wong

Thomas T.Y. Wong

Paul H. Woodhouse

Keith N. Woods

Matthew C. Wright and

Laura J. Wright

Alden Thayer Wulff and

Elizabeth Williams

Wulff

Walter F. Wundrow

Yinyi Xie and Wie Wang

George T. Ye

Yoshiaki Yoshimi

Ronaldo A. Young Jr.

Andrew David Zacharias

James R. Zagel

Alan I. Zagoria

Niraj Zaveri

Michael S. Zedalis

Wei Zhang

Weiping Zhang and

Hongxian Zhang

Louis Zitnay

Richard D. Zorowitz

David S. Zuby

“McCormick teaches you…

how to think like a 

good engineer”

Aaron Markworth ’00,
founding partner, 
Custom Spine

“McCormick teaches you not just what you need to know but

also how to problem solve and think like a good engineer. The

best class I had was my senior design project in biomedical

engineering. Our client at the Rehabilitation Institute of

Chicago asked my team to design a shock-absorption pylon 

to go between an artificial foot and the knee of an amputee. 

I learned a lot about how you incorporate customer input into

your design to meet user needs. It’s really exciting to see a

concept go from thin air into something you can see or hold 

in your hand. I don’t think I could have had that great learning

experience at any other school than McCormick. 

“The Walter Murphy Cooperative Education Program

allowed me to get real-world work experience in the area of

industry that I was targeting for my career. Unconventionally, 

I had two co-op experiences. One was with the medical

school’s physical therapy department; it taught me research

and technical writing skills that I’ve used authoring engineering

analyses in my past and current jobs. The other was with

Johnson & Johnson DePuy Orthopaedics, where I got a great

background in the development and manufacturing of knee

implants, as well as the overall business of the orthopaedic

industry.

“My first job after Northwestern was with Stryker Spine,

one of the world’s largest medical device manufacturers. I was

granted two patents and designed a cervical spine implant and

instrument system that was Stryker’s 2004 product of the year.

Since then I have become a founding partner in Custom Spine,

a start-up company that designs spinal implants for victims 

of trauma, tumor, and degeneration. We have over 10 patents

pending and have cleared our own next-generation spinal

implant system with the FDA and launched it and have three

more in development. 

“My education at McCormick didn’t just prepare me well

for my career; it is directly responsible for the successes I’ve

had and hopefully will have.” 

— all Giving Report interviews by Jack Bess 

H O W H A S A M C C O R M I C K E D U C A T I O N
P R E P A R E D  Y O U  F O R  Y O U R  C A R E E R ?
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1940s

James H. Pomerene (’42) 

has received the Eckert-Mauchly

Award from the Association for

Computing Machinery and the

IEEE Computer Society for inno-

vations in computer architecture.

Lester Crown (’46), chairman

of Material Service Corporation,

has sold the company to Hanson

PLC for $300 million in cash.

Crown was ranked 54th in

Chicago magazine’s “Annotated

Forbes 400” list.

1950s

John Peavey (’57), owner of

Flat Top Sheep Ranch in Idaho,

was profiled in Range magazine.

H. Perry H. Driggs Jr. (’59) 

has been appointed chairman 

and chief executive officer of

Michigan Heritage Bancorp.

1960s

George J. Zanotti (’62) is 

president and owner of Financial

Objectives Group, an investment

advising firm in Bloomingdale.

Dennis Chookaszian (’65) 

has been named to the board 

of directors of LoopNet.

Michael Moses (MS ’65,

PhD ’68), an associate professor

of management at New York

University’s Stern School of

Business, in April was recognized

by the Investments Management

Consultants Association with the

2006 IMCA Journalism Award.

Dwight Beranek (’68) has 

been named vice president and

operations manager for Michael

Baker Jr., an engineering unit of

Michael Baker Corporation in

Alexandria, Virginia.

John E. Anderson (’69, ’74)

was recently promoted to tech-

nology fellow at CH2M Hill in

Oakland, where he serves as

global geotechnical and foun-

dation discipline lead. He is 

also president-elect of the 

Geo-Institute of the American

Society of Civil Engineers.

Richard W. Gochnauer (’72)

chief executive officer of United

Stationers, was number 53 on

Crain Chicago Business’s list of the

“Fortunate 100” top-compensated

chief executive officers at Chicago-

area companies in 2005.

A. Gerson Greenburg (PhD ’72)

has become vice president of

medical affairs at Massachusetts-

based Biopure Corporation.

James Cornfeld (’74) has 

joined the Buckingham Family 

of Financial Services as an invest-

ment adviser.

1970s

Alfred Eckert III (’71) was 

the subject of an article in the

March 6 Pensions and Investments

about how he built his private

equity and debt investing firm

GSC Partners.

Richard Sevcik (’71) has retired

as executive vice president and

director of Xilinx.

Yoshio Aoki (MS ’72, PhD ’76),

president and chief executive 

officer of Optware Corporation,

has been interviewed by the

media about the company’s new

Holographic Versatile Disc, a 

single-beam holography system.

Promod Haque (MS ’74,

PhD ’76) was number 62 on

Forbes magazine’s “Midas List”

of venture capitalists.

Mary T. Klinefelter (’75) 

has joined Prairie State College 

in Chicago Heights as dean of

business and technology.

Aristides Patrinos (PhD ’75)

has been named president of

Synthetic Genomics in Rockville,

Maryland.

Kevin J. Gross (’77) has joined

the Pennsylvania-based hospital

management company Universal

Health Services as senior vice

president and president of the

acute care division.

C L A S S  N O T E S

Dean Julio M. Ottino (center) celebrates at the Northwestern Alumni Association 2006 Alumni Awards Banquet

with awardees from the McCormick School. Promod Haque (left) (MS ’74, Kellogg ’83) received an Alumni Merit

Award in recognition of his highly successful career as a venture capitalist. Haque has appeared three times on

Forbes magazine’s annual “Midas List” of top-10 dealmakers. Warren Haug (right) (MS ’63, PhD ’65) received an

Alumni Service Award in recognition of his service to McCormick and Northwestern. After a distinguished 30-year 

career at Procter & Gamble, Haug returned to Northwestern as an adjunct professor. He is a life member of the

McCormick Advisory Council.
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David Speer (’77), chief execu-

tive officer of Illinois Tool Works,

was number 80 on Crain Chicago

Business’s list of the “Fortunate

100” top-compensated chief

executive officers at Chicago-area

companies in 2005.

John C. Ziegert (’78), president

of Tetra Precision, holds the

Timken Company Chair in Auto-

motive Design and Development

at Clemson University.

Kathleen Flaherty (PhD ’79) 

is a nonexecutive director to the

board of Inmarsat.

Larry Schessel (’79) has been

appointed chief technology officer

for NexTone Communications in

Gaithersburg, Maryland.

1980s

Mark R. Jicka (’82) is 

managing director for North

American corporate credit 

trading for Barclays Bank.

Joseph Rencis (’82), professor

and head of mechanical engineer-

ing at the University of Arkansas,

has received the 2006 James L.

Meriam Service Award from 

the mechanics division of the

American Society of Engineering

Education. He also serves as 

vice chair of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers’ depart-

ment heads committee for the

United States.

Christian Cabou (’83, L ’90) has

joined San Diego-based Illumina,

a provider of genetic analysis

tools, as senior vice president and

general counsel.

William Schonberg (MS ’83,

PhD ’87), chair of the civil,

architectural, and environmental

engineering department at the

University of Missouri–Rolla, has

been named the interim dean of

UMR’s School of Engineering.

James N. White (’85) is the

managing director of Sutter Hill

Ventures and has joined the board

of Shutterfly, an online photo

service.

Ajay Bansal (’85) has been

appointed senior vice president

and chief financial officer of

Tercica, a biopharmaceutical

company based in Brisbane,

California.

Ruby Chandy (’85) is president

of marketing at Thermo Electron

Corporation and has been named

to the board of directors of Idex

Corporation.

Jeffrey M. Summers (’87) has

joined Savo Group as a senior

vice president of marketing.

1990s

Robert. G. Abboud (’90), presi-

dent and chief executive officer of

RGA Labs, is the village president

of Barrington Hills, Illinois.

Michael Maley (MS ’90) has

joined Connecticut-based Fuel

Tech as senior vice president for

international business develop-

ment and project execution.

Matt McCall (MS ’92) is a 

venture capitalist with Portage

Venture Partners and has

launched a blog, VC Confidential

(www.vcconfidential.com).

Tim Noffke (’92), vice president

of the life sciences division of the

Burr Ridge, Illinois, consulting

firm Integrated Project Manage-

ment, was interviewed by Crain’s

Chicago Business about the re-

design of the company’s web site.

James Brailean (PhD ’93),

cofounder and chief executive

officer of Packet Video, was

recently honored with the Mobile

Entertainment Forum’s annual

Special Recognition Award for his

pioneering work in developing

mobile video.

Kok Hoo Yeap (PhD ’93), a 

software designer in Fremont,

California, became a U.S. citizen

during the Bay Area’s largest

Independence Day naturalization

event.

Eugene Inseok Chong (’94),

a principal at Oracle in Nashua,

New Hampshire, received the 

Best Industrial Paper Award at 

the 22nd Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers Inter-

national Conference on Data

Engineering in April.

Brian Wee (MS ’95) has been

promoted to project management

office administrative director at

the National Ecological Observa-

tory Network in Washington, D.C.

Cory Daehn (‘96) was recently

named director of information

technology architecture for

Chicago-based Navigant

Consulting.

Michael Ellsworth (’96) has

been named to the board of

directors of Schmitt Industries.

Daryl Morey (’96) has been

named assistant general manager

of the NBA’s Houston Rockets.

Brad Kinsey (MS ’98, PhD ’01),

a University of New Hampshire

mechanical engineering professor,

was one of 10 people worldwide

to receive the Society of Auto-

motive Engineers International’s

Ralph R. Teetor Education Award

this year.

David Smith (’98) was a

Republican candidate for the U.S.

Senate in Ohio, losing to Mike

DeWine in the May primary.

2000s

Robert Wolcott (MS ’01,

PhD ’02) was quoted in an article

in Crain’s Chicago Business about

how Motorola’s early-stage accel-

erator teams review three new

ideas a day and 1,000 a year.

Charles Goodall (’02) has 

been promoted to divisional 

vice president of pharmacy tech-

nology services for Walgreen Co.

Jay Goyal (’03) was a

Democratic candidate for 

state representative in Ohio.

David P. Cerra (’04) recently

joined Reedsburg, Wisconsin-

based Sound Devices, an audio

manufacturer, as an electrical

engineer.

In memoriam

Paul A. R. Redmann ’30

James M. Mitchelhill ’34

Jack R. Halvorsen ’45

Paul W. Stade Jr. ’45

Robert W. Heinze ’47

Patrick W. O’Brien ’47

Leonard Fergin ’48

Robert H. Johnson Jr. ’48

Donald W. Dooley ’49

Charles S. Houha ’49

Kenneth B. Cox ’51

William H. Rux ’51

John K. Cottingham ’54

Endrick Noges ’54, MS ’56,

PhD ’59 

Price Forsythe ’56

Robert E. Hulse ’56

Sherman H. Janke ’56, ’75

Theodore A. Rodgers ’57

Arthur M. Schulz ’59

Richard N. Daniels ’61

Stephen V. Pizzica ’62

Michael Elliott ’63

Meldon Human ’75

Carl E. Grad Jr. ’76

William J. Spyhalski ’85

Thomas P. Kisala ’90

What’s happening in your life?

Please let us know by sending an e-mail to 

bydesign@mccormick.northwestern.edu.
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How did you get involved in 

undergraduate research?

Enrique: I did my research for a probability

and statistics class for my major, chemical

engineering. We were asked to write a paper

on any topic related to the class, and it led 

me to this research.

George: I became involved in research in 

the summer after my sophomore year. For 

the first two years, I worked as a lab aide in

the undergraduate chemistry lab. This helped

me get acquainted with the scientific process

and was a stepping-stone to more in-depth

independent research. From then on I tried 

to pick projects that would help me explore

various areas of biomedical engineering. 

How did you choose your area of

research?

Enrique: I wanted my research to help 

me learn about how statistics is applied in

engineering and used in the quality control 

of a production line.

George: My major, biomedical engineering,

has many different directions and specializa-

tions. I tried to find research projects that

would allow me to explore areas that I enjoy

learning about, such as biomaterials and body

mechanics, in greater depth.

M c C O R M I C K  P R O F I L E

Can you describe your research?

Enrique: I studied how Genichi Taguchi, a

well-known statistician and engineer, had 

created a system of controlling the quality of

the output in a production line. In one of his

papers he stated that his system was better

than more classical tools, but he never proved

it. I decided to create an analogous method

using these classical tools to see if he was

right. The paper compares the two methods

in a simulated process. It turns out that he

was right.

George: I am currently involved in research 

in Dean Linzer’s lab [Daniel Linzer of the 

Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of

Arts and Sciences], where I am studying 

the binding of a cell membrane receptor. 

My previous projects included working in a

virtual reality lab at the Rehabilitation Institute

of Chicago [RIC] to study the effects of visual

motion on posture, as well as working on

medical implant encapsulation in Cork, Ireland.

How do you think research has helped

prepare you for your career?

Enrique: My research was a very fulfilling

experience. It improved my ability to synthe-

size information from different sources and 

to use creativity in finding a solution to a 

problem under a lot of restrictions. I also now

know a lot more about quality control in the

manufacturing industry.

George: I feel that all of my projects helped

me better understand various facets of the

medical profession, where I would like a

career. My current work is helping me learn 

lab techniques and different cell functions. 

My work in Cork introduced me to how bio-

logical materials could be applied in various

ways to the human body. My research at 

the RIC allowed me to learn from patients 

and help their rehabilitation efforts. 

George Desh ’07 and 
Enrique Carral ’07:
Published researchers — and still undergrads

The 2006 edition of the Northwestern Undergraduate Research Journal

included four articles from McCormick students — two-thirds of the total

journal. Considering that more than half of engineering undergraduates

participate in research on campus, McCormick’s strong representation 

is no surprise. 

George Desh ’07 and Enrique Carral ’07, who both published work in

the journal this year, say that research has been an important part of

their undergraduate experience and helps prepare them for careers in 

medicine (George) and consulting (Enrique). 

George Desh (left) and Enrique Carral



The Gross sisters, who are featured with their brother on page 12, wear 
their McCormick sweatshirts. To see the full line of McCormick products,
visit http://northwestern.bkstore.com and access the McCormick Shop in
the Campus Shop section of the site. 

Products are also available on campus at the Norris Center Bookstore.
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